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PREFACE
This Final Report covering Phases III and IV of
,JPL Contract No. 954373 has three parts:
Part I - Silicon Ingot Casting - Heat Exchanger
Method (HEM)
Part, II	 Multi-Wire Slicing - Fixed Abrasive
Slicing Technique (FAST)
Part III
	
Papers and Publications.
The technical, reports comprising Parts I and II are
completely independent. Part III pertains to both HEM
and FAST.
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PART I
ABSTRACT
At the conclusion of the present program it has been
demonstrated that directional solidification by the Heat
Exchanger Method (HEM) is a viable approach for directional
solidification of silicon ingots to be used for terrestrial
solar cell applications. Some of the significant advances
made during this phase of the program have been:
Ingot size -- 34 cm x 34 cm x 17 cm -- 45 kg
Useable material. yield - l 90%
Solar cell efficiency averaged over the whole ingot -
85% of control CZ (35 kg ingot)
Very uniform resistivity over the boule
Cavele time for 36 kg ingots - 56 hours
Some of the problems encountered have been growth rate
decrease with increased ingot height, silicon carbide pre-
c,ipitates, and high dislocation density in HEM material. The
silicon carbide is attributed to backstreaming of oil vapors
from the vacuum pump; the high dislocation density is asso-
ciated with the thermal history of the boule.
Using solar metallurgical meltstock nearly single crystal
structure has been achieved with ,one HEM directional solidi
fi,ciation
	 Solar cells fabricated using this meltstock have
shown up to 12.33/ conversion efficiency.
The projected add-on cost of HEM processing using the
best simultaneous achievements is $17.39/m 2 --well within the
allocation of $18.15/m2 for 1986 goals.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM' "D
1PART I
SILICON INGOT CASTING - HEAT EXCHANGER METHOD (HEM)
1.1	 INTRODUCTION
The adaptation of the Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) for
growth of silicon crystals was started in November 1975.
Within the two-year Phase I of the DOE/JPL contract #954373
the proof of concept was established. In the one-year Phase II
program square cross-section ingots were grown with a high
degree of single crystallinity. In Phase II, 10 cm x 10 cm
cross-section 3.3 kg ingots were solidified.
During the one-year Phase III pr.ogram,the process was
scaled up to 22 cm x 22 cm cross-section,16.5 kg ingot. This
increase in mass of ingots by a factor of 5 did not show any
deterioration in the quality of material and the 90/ degree of
single crystallinity was maintained. At this time the limits
of size capability of the laboratory furnace was reached.
The Phase IV period involved design, fabrication and
testing of a prototype furnace capable of directional solidifi -
cation of 30 cm cube ingots. No problems were encountered
with such a large production unit. The concept of using
unpur.ified_graphite parts  and removing the impurities during
initial bakeout at high temperatures was established and has
been used routinely without degradation of the silicon
material q uality. Using this furnace the size of the ingots
was scaled up to 34 cm x 34 cm x 17 cm, 45 kg mass. During
the ,entire scaleup period involving different size crucibles
the heat treatment to develop a graded structure in crucibles
was optimized. This prevented cracking of silicon ingots
during she cooldown cycle.2
k H %zD^i PAGE Bt..l'NK NOT FlLMED, 	 ^-'nl ^ tP^ffN^4fl$^A^LY ^A
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sThe concept of welding flat plate silica crucibles to
solidify silicon ingots with very square corners was estab-
lished. 3 Even though this approach gives a very high yield
of square silicon ingots, it may riot lend itself to an easy
production process. A one-piece molded crucible with square
corners was developed to solidify silicon ingots with 32 cm
square cross-section. Using these crucibles more than 9%.
yield of usable material has been demonstrated.4
The unique feature of submerged solid- liquid in the HEM
allows use of low-purity meltstock. It has been demonstrated
that nearly single crystal structure can be achieved with one
HEM directional solidification using solar metallurgical melt-
stock. Solar cells fabricated using a double HEM solidifica-
tion have shown 12.33% conversion efficiency.5
While scale -up in size was in progress, very limited
characterization was carried out on HEM material. Two complete
boules, approximately 36 kg in mass, were delivered to JPL
for characterization. It was found that the resistivity was
very uniform throughout the ingot and the average oxygen con-
centration was lower than found in CZ material. The overall
efficiency in one 35 kg ingot of the usable material averaged
throughout the ingot was 85% of the control cell CZ material.
It was established that the large grain polycrystalline HEM is
comparable in efficiency to the single crystal HEM material.
This first thorough characterization of the non-optimized HEM
material demonstrates that the HEM material has great promise
for use in the solar cell industry.
HEM material is substantially monocrystalline; it is not
completely single crystal because there is a subtle heat flow
problem associated with solidification and movement of such
a large interface. Another problem is silicon carbide pre-
cipitates have been observed in HEM material. The silicon
carbide has been attributed to backstreaming of oil vapors
from the vacuum pump. The high dislocation density seen in
I-2
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some material can be explained by the thermal history of
the ingot; however, the complete cycle for HEM processing
needs to be optimized.
Projected add-on cost calculations using TPEG analysis
and best simultaneous achievements have shown that HEM
processing will be $17.39/m 2 a This compares with the
2allocation of $18.15/m.
1.2	 CRYSTAL GROWTH
1.2.1	 Heat Exchanger Method (HEM)
The Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) is a crystal growth
process which is being used for commercial production of
large sapphire and silicon crystals. it is a simple direc-
tional solidification technique in which an ingot is solid-
ified in a crucible by controlling the thermal gradients in
the solid and liquid without moving the crucible, heat zone
or crystal.
A typical furnace setup is shown in Figure 1. The
crucible with the seed centered at the bottom is loaded with
mel.tstock and placed on top of the heat exchanger. After
evacuation to about 0.1 torr, heat is supplied by the graphite
heater and the charge is melted. The seed is prevented from
melting by forcing gaseous helium through the heat exchanger.
After sufficient meltback of the seed is achieved, growth
is advanced by increasing the flow of helium and thereby de-
creasing the heat exchanger temperature. The liquid gradients
are controlled by the furnace temperature while those in the
solid by the heat Exchanger temperature. The HEM is the only
crystal growth process in which independent liquid and solid
gradients are achieved during most of the crystal growth stage
without any movement. After the crystal is grown it is still
in the heat zone and can be annealed and cooled at a controlled
rate to relieve solidification stresses. This unique capa-
bility allows the growth of very large crystals without
cracking due to thermal stresses associated with such large
sizes.
Another distinguishing feature of the HEM -- compared
with other crystal growth processes such as CZ, EFG and
Dendritic Web -- is the submerged solid-liquid interface. It
is submerged beneath the surface and is surrounded by the
melt. There are two distinct advantages associated with the
positio' ?f the'interface. Firstly, the light impurities, and
1-4
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even heavier impurities because of their particle morphology,
float to the surface of the melt and do not disturb the
growing solid-liquid interface. 6
	Secondly, the temperature
gradients at the interface in HEM are uniform because of the
surrounding liquid mass.	 In other crystal growth processes
the interface is at the melt surface where the local gradients
vary sufficiently to cause solidification and remelting of
the crystal. 7	These features are partly responsible for HEM
material showing consistently better solar cell performance
as compared to CZ using lower-purity meltstocks.8
In casting or Bridgman techniques 9 ' 10 the first material
to solidify	 is near the walls of the crucible and the Last
material to freeze containing the segregated impurities is in
the region near the center and top surface of the ingot.
} This contaminated material cannot be easily removed without
affecting the yields considerably. 	 In comparison, the HEM
crystals are grown from the inside out so that the last
material to solidify is near the crucible wall.	 To maintain
dimensional accuracy in production, trimming of the ingot can
remove only the outer impure material.
In addition to the foregoing advantages, other technical
advantages of HEM are as follows:	 c
(i)	 Purification of meltstock by directional
k
solidification
(ii)	 Square shaped crystals are grown
( iii)	 _	 _Simplicity of equipment and process
(iv)	 Ability to produce square ingots 	 produce
high array-packing efficiency of solar cells
Y
F (v)	 The submerged solid-liquid interface ensures
no steep gradients; hence, less solidificationa
stresses are set up in the growing crystal
(vi)	 Scale-up can use the same equipment for
a
various sizes of crystals
J-6
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(vii) Because of vacuum operation the average
oxygen content in HEM silicon is lower than
CZ-grown material 
(viii) Solar cells fabricated from the best HEM silicon
have shown comparable performance to CZ cellsll
Besides the above technical advantages, the economic
advantages of HEM are low-cost equipment, labor, energy and
expendable materials.
1.2.2	 Silicon Crystal Growth by DIEM
In November 1975 HEM was chosen by DOE/JrPL, for
adaptation to grow silicon crystals for terrestrial photo-
voltaic applications. This choice was made mainly because
of the potential low cost of the process. Within a period
of two years technical feasibility was established. 11 It
was demonstrated that square silicon crystals of 10 cm x 10 em
cross-section can be produced with over 90% single crystal-
linity. The solar cell performance of the best HEM material
was comparable to that of Czochralski-grown si1i%on.
During Phase III of the program (December 1978 through
December 1979) emphasis was placed on scale-up in the size of
the ingots and evaluation of material quality. Phase IV of
the program (December 1979 through June 1981) involved.
establishing technology readiness, characterization of the
ingots and studying the utilization of the boules.
It has beer demonstrated  that large, square cross-
section ingots up to 45 kg in mass with dimensions of
approximately 34 cm x 34 cm x 17 cm can be solidified by HEM.
The overall efficiency of the usable material averaged
throughout one 35 kg ingot is 85% of the control cell CZ
material using baseline cell processing techniques. Further,
it has been seen that large grain polycrystalline HEM is
comparable in efficiency to the single crystal HEM material.
Previous work 11 had demonstrated growth of 15-cm diameter
and 10 cm x 10 cm square ingots of up to 3.3 kg. Initial
scale-up efforts during the current period were focussed
on 20-cm diameter ingots pending custom fabrication of square
cross-section crucibles. Figure 2 shows a 6.3 kg, 20-cm
diameter ingot solidified by HEM in run 315-C (details in
Appendix I-A.)
One ofthe advantages of HEM is its simplicity. This
allows easy scale-up in size and use of different shapes of
crucibles. Figure 3 shows the first ingot cast in a
I-8
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Figure 2. ViPw or ingot cast in run 315-C
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Y17 cm x 17 cm size, 4.5 kg, in run 329-C, The next scale-up
attempt was to 8.1 kg, 17 cm x 3.7 cm cross-section. The
ingot: is shown in Figure 4 as removed from the furnace with
the adherent silica layer as cast in run 331-C.
The first ingot of 22 cm x 22 cm cross-section, 10.5
kg, was cast in run 354-C. Figure 5 shows the ingot after
removal of the del,aminated silica crucible. The largest size
ingot produced by HEM in 22 cm x 22 em cross-section was 18 em
high and weighed 16.5 kg. A number of such ingots were direc-
tionally solidified and a typical example is shown in Figure 6
from run 365-C,
During the one-year period of Phase III the ingot size
was scaled up from approximate dimension q of 10 cm x 10 em
x 12 cm, 3.3 kg, to 22 em x 22 cm x 18 em, 16.5 kg
	 an
increase by a factor of 5. This scale -up is also apparent
from the size of the crucibles used. Figure 7 shows the
three sizes of crucibles used during this scale-up.
So far all the ingots were grown using the same experi-
mental furnace. A Pew furnace was necessary to solidify
larger square cross-section ingots. A prototype furnace was
designed and fabricated to solidify ingots up to dimensions
30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm. A microprocessor control was incor-
porated to program the furnace temperature and the helium
flow. An overall view of this new furnace is shown in Figure 8.
After an initial evaluation experiment with a 17 cm -x 17 cm
cross-section ingot was directionally solidified in this
furnace (Run 41-02)	 Figure 9 shows the ingot as removed
	 1
from the furnace with the adherent silica layer.
The next larger ingot solidified was 20 kg in mass with
a 34 cm x 34 cm cross-section. A view of this ingot cast in
run 41-15 is shown in Figure 10. Keeping the cross-section
the same, the largest ingot produced by HEM was 45 kg.
Figure 11 shows three views of a 34 cm x 34,cm x 16.7 cm
ingot cast in run 41=25. A similar ingot produced in run
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Figure 3. 17 cm x 17 cm square ingot cast
by ITEM in run 329-C
^w
Figure 4. A view of 8.1 kg square ingot as removeu
from crucible
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Figure 5. 10.5
	 kg, 22 cm square ingot
aftot ,
 removal of attached silica
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Figure 6. A 22 cm x 22 cm x 18 cm (16.3 kg) crystal
solidified by HEM (run 365-C) (a) as
removed from crucible and (b) after removal
^ 	 of adherent silica
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igure 7. Square crucibles used during scale-up
by HEM--22 cm x 22 cm, 17 cm x 17 cm,
and 10 cm x 10 cm cross-section
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Figure 8. An overall view of the new furnace
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Figure 9. A 14.5 kg silicon ingot cast in
run 41-02 in the new furnace
Figure 10. A view of the 34 cm x 34 cm cross-section
ingot weighing 20 kg cast in run 41-15C
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Figure 11. Three views of the
34 cm x 34 cm x 16.7 cm, 45 kg
ingot cast in run 41-25C; 	 (a)
side view showing; some attach-
inent of crucible near top sur-
face; (b) bottom showing no
delamination problems; and
(c) top showing minor cracking;
along; one side where crucible
attached.
(a)
( L. )	 I-17	 (c)
r41-28 is shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows a 45 kg ingot
produced in a crucible with square corners. The approximate
dimensions of this ingot are 32 cm x 32 cm x 19 cm.
The graded silica crucibles 11 used in HEM are rather
fragile when put in the furnace. During the meltdown cycle
the crucible sinters and, therefore, gains strength. When
large ingots were produced all the meltstock was loaded
initially in the crucible. Point loading of the crucible
because of sharp corners of meltstock caused the crucible to
crack during the meltdown cycle prior to sintering to full
density. This problem could be solved by fabricating sup-
ports to conform to the shape of the curcible and/or charging
meltstock into the crucible after it has sintered. Rather
than pursue further enlargement in size of the ingots it was
mutually agreed by JPL and Crystal Systems to freeze the
ingot size at 35 kg, 32 cm x 32 cm cross-section and emphasize
characterization of the ingots. The 35 kg size was chosen
because it was sufficient to meet the add-on cost goals of
the DOE program for 1986. Six ingots were produced at
Crystal Systems for characterization. Two views of a typical
ingot are shown in Figure 14.
OF v
Figure 12. A view of the 34 cm x 34 em x 16.7 cm high,
45 kg ingot cast by HEM in run 41-28C.
Figure 13. A 45 kg ingot cast in run 41-34C.
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(a)
Figure 14. Two views of 32 cm x 32 cm cross-section, 35 kg
ingot cast in the improved design crucible with
better shape factor: (a) an isometric view; (b)
the top surface of ingot showing last material
to freeze is in the corner.
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1.3	 CRUCIBLE DEVELOPMENT
In HEM directional solidification of silicon, the ingot
is solidified in the crucible; hence, a suitable crucible is
necessary which can contain molten silicon without contamina-
tion of the melt as well as allow solidification and removal.
` of the ingot.
	
Silica is the best material for containment
of silicon and is the standard of the semiconductor industry;
however, the ingot cracking problem associated with solidify-
ing silicon in silica crucibles is well known in literature. 12913
The emphasis of the present program has been on using graded
silica crucibles even though vitreous graphite as crucible
' material has also been evaluated.
1.3.1	 Molded Crucibles
The crucibles used for HEM directional solidification of
silicon ingots are slip cast crucibles which are calcined topp
give enough strength for handling. 	 These crucibles are then
heat treated to develop a graded structure which prevents
cracking of the silicon ingots.
During the initial stages emphasis of the program was
x on increasing the size of the ingots.	 Heat treatment of the
crucibles was optimized for each size crucible to prevent
cracking of the ingot.	 Figure 7 chows three of the sizes of
crucible used. 	 These molded crucibles were of square cross-
section with rounded corners; hence, the cross-section of
the ingot was "squarish."	 It was shown that during HEM
" solidification there were no problems in flowing silicon into
the corners.
f
As the size of the ingot increased and processing de-
veloped it was important to pay attention to,yields of
square material from the as-grown ingots. 	 It was found thatq	 g	 g
the corner radii affected the yields considerably.	 It was
felt that the crucible at high temperatures could be deformed
to the shape of the retainer and thereby improve the shape'
I-21
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factor. Thick molybdenum sheets were welded to form a rigid
retainer.
	
Figure 15 shows this attempt in run 41-05. The
ingot had a squarer shape because of flattening of sides,
but the corners were still rounded. The thermal expansion
of molybdenum and stresses due to expansion of silicon
on solidification caused deformation of the molybdenum
sheets.
Efforts were also made to use thick graphite plates to
form a tight box around the crucible and thereby improve
the shape factors of ingots. No bulging of the sides occurred
and very flat sides of the ingot were achieved. Figures 16 and
17 show 16 cm x 16 cm and 22 cm x 22 cm ingots, respectively,
produced using this approach.
When the size of the crucibles was increased to 34 cm x
34 cm cross-section, the bottom of the crucible was contoured
and the sides had a curvature and taper for ease of fabrication
of such large size in slip casting. A graphite plate with a
contour similar to the bottom of the crucible was necessary to
provide support to the crucible. Because of taper in the
crucible the graphite flat plates forming a box around the
crucible provided support only near the top of the crucible;
in this area the loading on the crucible because of meltstock
is less than the lower part of the crucible. further, the
ingots cast were still squarish. In view of the above a
square crucible was developed. This crucible has a flat
bottom with no curvature and minimal taper on the sides;
the corners also have a smaller radius. This crucible is
shown in Figure 18 in comparison with the earlier design.
An ingot cast in the new crucible is shown in Figure 19.
This ingot has shown a boule utilization of more than 86%
of square material after cropping from the sides, bottom and
top of the ingot and sectioning into nine bars.
H
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Figure	 An b kg ingot cast in a crucible Supported
by moly sheets to prevent bulging (Run 41-05)
fi
Figure 16. An ingot cast in a squarish crucible
supported by graphite plates (Run 41-11)
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Figure 17. Two views of an ingot cast in a squarish
crucible supported by graphite plates
(Run 41-12)
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(a)
Figurelg. Views of the two crucibles used to cast 30 cm x
30 cm cross-section ingots.
	 The crucible on the left is
j	 the new design (a) view of the side, (b) view of cross-
section.
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Figure 19. View of 32 cm x 32 cm cross-section,
35 kg ingot cast in improved design
crucible with better shape factor
I-26
1.3.2	 Flat Plate Crucibles
Another approach to obtain square ingots was to
fabricate a crucible by welding five flat plates to form a
box. The first such crucible was used in run 40-04 with a
small amount of silicon to check the stability of the welded
areas for silicon containment. No problems were encountered
with respect to silicon leakage and a view of the crucible after
use is shown in Figure 20. A second such experiment with
approximately 5 kg silicon was performed in run 40-07 using
thick molybdenum plates for retainer. The ingot stall in
the crucible is shown in Figure 21(a) and after removal of
crucible in Figure 21(b). Sharp corners of the ingot are
clearly evident and there was no problem of flowing silicon
into the corners. The sides of the crucible show bulging,
thereby indicating a
	
need for a more rigid container.
In another experiment, run 41-09, a flat plate welded
crucible was supported by 1-inch thick graphite plates.
This approach resulted in a really square cross-section ingot.
The ingot in the crucible is shown in Figure 22(a) and after
removal of the crucible in Figure 22(b). Very sharp corners
and a square ;shape without any bulging on the sides are
evident in this ingot.
This approach works satisfactorily and gives
a very high boule utilization for square material. It is,
however, necessary to develop a low-cost technique for welding
flat plates to form a crucible.
r ,
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Figure 20. A view of the welded flat plate
crucible after use in run 10-04
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Figure 21. A S kg ingot cast in a crucible fabricated
from flat plates (a) ingot in the crucible;
(b) ingot removed from crucible
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Figure 22. A 9.5 kg ingot cast in a crucible
supported by graphite plates. Very sharp
corners and a square shape with no bulging
on sides evident (run 41-09). (a) Ingot
in crucible; (b) After removal from
crud}ale.
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1.3.3	 Vitreous Graphite Crucible
In run 40-09 a vitreous graphite crucible was tested to
directionally solidify silicon by HEM. No problems were
encountered and an untracked ingot was solidified as shown in
Figure 23. This was, as expected, because the differential
thermal expansion coefficient between graphite and silicon
is not as high as with silica and silicon.
The ingot showed a tenacious attachment to the crucible
due to the SC interfacial layer formed between the ingot and
crucible. This boule could not be removed from the crucible
without destroying the crucible.
;,,
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iigure 23. An ingot cast in a vitreous graphite
crucible (Run 40-09A)
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1.4	 HEAT FLOW
A crystal growth process is essentially controlled
extraction of heat. The quality of crystal, grown and degree
of crystallinity are, therefore, strongly dependent upon
.,
heat flow considerations. The balance of the heat input and
heat extraction has to be maintained so that the solid-liquid
interface is smooth and maintains the melt temperature so-
therm. In order to prevent polycrystallinity, at no point
in the melt aside from the solid-liquid interface should the
temperature drop significa;itly below the solidification tem-
perature. This may be accomplished by high superheat tem-
peratures of the melt; however, the high conductivity of
liquid silicon as compared with solid silicon 14 transfers
most of the heat to the interface, thereby preventing rapid
growth. 15 Further, solidification of very large interface has
only recently been demonstrated and the heat flow problem can
at best be studied qualitatively only in this time period.
1.4.1
	
Experimental
Experience with silicon growth by HEM has shown 15 that
rapid solidification can only be achieved when the superheat
4
	
	
in the melt is held to a minimum. The heat of fusion of
silicon 14 necessitates this criterion. The ingots where high
solidification rates were achieved were those where tempera-
ture was held at 3°C superheat--the minimum the control. in-
F
strumentation could maintain.
In run 41-54 and 41-56 attempts were made to measure
the melt temperature and position of the interface in a
x
	
	
20 cm x 20 cm cross-section crucible. These measurements
were taken at two positions -- near the central region and
near the edgo of the crucible. Quartz tubes were dipped into
the melt to establish the interface and the thermocouples
contained in the tubes were used to measure the temperature
at various levels of the melt. The experiment was carried
1-33
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out in the usual manner when the meltstock was melted and
a meat-back of the seed, was achieved; the seed was prevented
from melting by forcing helium gas through the heat exchanger.
Approximately 9 cm of melt height was contained in the cru-
cible. Solidification was achieved by increasing the flow of
helium gas through the heat exchanger.
The solidification interface at the two positions is shown
in Figure 24 as a function of time. It can be seen that
while sufficient solidification progressed in the central area
very little growth was achieved near the edge of thou crucible.
The shape of the interface indicates that the last material to
solidify is along the wall of the crucible. Temperature
movements at various positions of melt level during the growth
cycle showed that the solidification occurred under very low
superheat, approximately l to 3°C. The gradients in the liquid
were very minimal.
A thermocouple placed within the heat exchanger showed
that temperature was 1350°C with minimal helium flow and
decreased to 800°C as the helium flow was increased.
Optical pyrometers sighted on the crucible wall were also
used to measure temperature. The upper pyrometer corresponded
to the melt level and the bottom pyrometer to the crucible
bottom. During solidification the temperatures of the
pyrometers corresponded to the following equations:
T	 1415 - 0.567 x t	 (1)
T	 1413 - 0.345 x t	 (2)
where equations(1) and (2) corresponded to upper and lower
pyrometers respectively.
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1.4.2	 Theoretical Analysis
The heat flow analysis of solidification of silicon
by HEM was carried out by solving the heat conduction
equation in cylindrical coordinates. Finite difference
technique and the alternating direction implicit method 16
were used. Truncation errors were further reduced by the
application of the Crank-Nicelson Method. A similar analysis
was already carried out for the solidification of steel by
BlectroslagRemelting. 17 The difference in the present work,
however, was the movement of interface in two dimensions due
to the concentration of heat extraction only to the heat
exchanger area.
Partial differential heat conduction equation in
cylindrical coordinates is as follows:
82T	 D 2 T	 1	 9TDT
at =	 a (- x	 +	 8r2	 +	 r	 Dr	 )
where	 a. k/(PC ) , thermal diffusivity in cm2 /sec
x p =	 density in gms/cm3
k =	 thermal conductivity in Gals/(cm secoC)
T temperature in 0 ep
€ t =	 time in sec
x =	 distance in the axial direction in cm
r =	 distance in the radial direction in cm
• The analysis was carried out for a 20 cm diameter
crucible of 0.75 cm wall thickness placed on a 2.5 cm
diameter heat exchanger.
	 The grid arrangement used is shown
F in Figure 25	 ; the grid size could be varied in the i and j
direction independently in the analysis.
^ The melt temperature, rate of decrease of heat exchanger
-Y temperature, etc., were changed and effect studied. An
y example is shown below when the initial heat exchanger
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temperature prior to growth was 1350 0C and temperature was
decreased linearly to 80000 in 5 hours, the melt temperature
at start of growth was 14150C. The initial conditions (t=o)
used in the computer program corresponding to the grid
arrangement of Figure 25 were:
T(i, j) = 1350	 i=1, j 1, 21
Vi, :J) = 1415	 i=12, N; j=10Ns
i =1, 11; j=22, Ns
T(i, 3) = T(11 0 ,j) - 0l 5 [0.5 - x(i)][T(11, J) - T( i , j)l
i = 2, 10; j = 1,21
Y
x
N
N-
_o x
i
3
2
1
n
Figure 25. Mold dimension and grid arrangement
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The boundary conditions (t>o) were determined by the
following equations for the case outlined above:
T(i,,j) = 1350 - 110t	 i=1, J=1,21
T(i,,j) = 1415 - 0.345t	 i=1, J=22, N
s
T(i,j)
	
T(N, Ns)
	 1 [5-x(i)][T(N1Ns) - T(2,Ns)a
i =2,N; J=Ns
T(ip J) = 1415	 i=N, J=1 0 Ns-1
It was assumed that latent heat of fusion, H, can be
taken into account by adjusting the specific heat, Cp,
as follows:
C1  Cp + AT	 (4)
where C' p is adjusted specific heat, AT is the solidifica-
tion range that latent heat is taken. In the study AT was
assumed 20C.
Thermal Properties of Silicon and Silica
A. Silicon
a. Thermal conductivity of silicon in the solid and liquid
state near the melting point is 0.075 and 0.160 cal/cm sec°C
respectively 14 At room temperature' S this is 0.331 cal /cm
sec°K. Assuming an exponential change in conductivity, from
these values the conductivity in the solid between melting
point and room temperature was calculated as
f	 k = 0.4555 e-0.00107T	 (5)
b. Heat capacity of silicon in the solid form was calculated
from known values 19 _at different temperature:
i
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at 250C C	 gn 0.168	 eal/gmoK
at 1411'C	 C p = 0.227	 cal/gm K
Assuming that C 
P 
changes linearly, it was found
C IS = 0.155 + 4.26 x 10-5T	 for 25 to 1411 oc
Heat capacity in the liquid state	 is 0.160 cal/gmOK.
c. Density of silicon is as follows:
in solid state,
	
P = 2.34 g/ce
in liquid state,
	
p = 2.51 g/cc
d. Latent heat of fusion	 is 431 cal/gr.
B. Silica Crucible
Conductivity,	 k = 0.0033 cal/cm see 0 C
Heat capacity,	 Cp = 14.40 + 2.04 x 10-3T
Density,	 p	 2.2 g/cc
Using the above values thermal diffusivity of silicon
and pilica crucible were calculated as follows:
a. For silicon
0	 0.00107TT	 1410 C	 a	 3600/e	 (0.79714 - 4+ 2.19 x 10
CM2/hr
T > 1412 0 C,	 a = 933.48 cm2 /hr
1410 < T< 1412 0C,	 a	 0.8085 cm 2 /hr
b. For silica crucible
rResults
The simplistic approach of theoretical analysis did
not work satisfactorily. The temperature profile in the
silicon was calculated; after some time into the growth
cycle,computing terminated because of inherent constraints
applied. Review of the data showed that the boundary condi-
tions were putting undue limitation on the calculations. For
example, the temperature of silicon near the crucible wall
was computed to be lower than the melt in the center even
at distances away from the interface. This is contradictory
to experimental observation. It is possible that this is
because of input of measured temperatures on the crucible
wall. In the experimental setup these measurements are made
off the graphite retaining box; during meltdown high tempera-
tures are achieved so that the crucible is heated to these
high temperatures. When the furnace temperature is reduced
the silica crucible being an insulator would not give up
heat readily and would, therefore, keep the melt in the
vicinity at a. higher temperature. The temperature of the
melt near the crucible wall is, therefore, dependent on the
prior history which is not possible to incorporate in such,
a simplistic approach in the computer model.
1.4_.3	 Two-inches diameter heat exchanger
In a typical HEM furnace a 1-inch diameter molybdenum
heat exchanger is used. It was thought that a 2-inch
diameter tube would extract heat more rapidly and thereby
give higher growth rates. A practical; problem,encoui,tered
in this approach was that molybdenum tubes are extruded only
up to 1-inch diameter size. Larger sizes have to be fabrica-
ted by machining which makes it prohibitively expensive
I-40
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especially in large lengths.
In order to reduce costs it was decided to weld a 2-inch
diameter molybdenum cap onto a stainless steel tube so that
in the lower portion th,3 temperatures would be compatible
with use of stainless steel. The transition joint between
molybdenum and stainless steel was designed and a high
temperature solder was used to make up the assembly. In-
itially a	 4- inch long molybdenum cap was used. The
fabricated assembly was leak-tested and used in the HEM
furnace, for example, in run 41-29. During meltdown stage
sudden vacuum change of the chamber necessitated aborting
the experiment. Examination of the heat exchanger after the
run showed leakage at the molybdenum-stainless steel joint.
Another attempt was made in using a similar approacb.
but with an 8-inch long molybdenum cap. It was felt that at
this level the furnace temperature would be low enough to
maintain the integrity of the joint. Again similar problems
of leaking at the j^int were ecnountered. Even though the
furnace temperature at 'the level of the solder joint is low
enough, the hot helium gas from the top of the heat exchanger
is not sufficiently cooled by the time it reaches the
transition area. In view of this,the effect of the 2-inch
heat exchanger could not be studied.
1 .4.4	 Effect of Insulation
At the start of the present period only 3.3 kg ingots
of 10 cm x 10 em size were being cast by HEM. In less than
two years the size wat3 scaled up to 45 kg with 34 cm x 34 cm
cross-section. This amounts to an increase by more than an
order of magnitude. During this period the emphasis has
been mainly on increase in size. Towards the end of the program
I-41
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the size was fixed at 35 kg and emphasis was placed on quality
of the material for solar cell applications. One of the
criteria was the degree of single crystallinity. This
parameter is strongly dependent on the heat flow. A simple
approach to affecting this is by changing the insulation
around the crucible.
In run 41--41 the crucible was insulated on the sides
and bottom with graphite felt. Under these conditions the
heat input was mainly from the top surface of the melt during
the growth stage. Towards the end of the growth cycle
there was a small leak from the crucible. Figure 26
shows the crystallinity of the ingot. The top surface
corresponds to the shape of the interface and is
fairly flat.
In run 41-48 there was no insulation on the sides of
the crucible. Under these conditions there is some heat input
through the crucible wall as well as from the top surface
of the melt. The crystallinity of this ingot is shown
in Figure 27. Towards the end of the cycle growth was achieved
by freezing from the top s,r:T, face. The curved nature of the
interface can be seen in the figure. It can be seen that
near the crucible wall there is a curvature to the interface
as compared with 41-41. This change is because of additional
heat input from the sides of the crucible. The altered
change in shape of the interface produced better crystallinity;
however, liquid entrapment in the corners caused breaking of
ingot in these areas.
In run 41-1 only the corners of the crucible were
insulated because they are nearest to the heater and in that
area direct heat input can be reduced to prevent liquid en-
trapment without degradation of crystallinity, as shown in
Figure 29. The liquid entrapment problem was improved but
not eliminated. Even though, in principle, insulating the
corners of the crucible should help, in a near equilibrium
9
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Figure 26. Cross-section of ingot cast in run 41-41
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Figure 27. Ground and etched cross-section
of ingot cast in run 41-48
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Figure 28. Ground and etched cross-section of ingot
cast in run 91-51
Figure 29. View of an ingot with no problem of
broken corners when the crucible edge
is not adjacent to the heater
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situation achieved during crystal growth there is little
improvement.
In ingots where liquid has been entrapped in the corners
of the ingot the crucible is less than J inch away from the
heater.	 In such close proximity the distance of the interface
from the heat exchanger is large;
	 hence,the heating
influence overrides the cooling effect;
	 under these con-
' ditions directional solidification cannot be achieved and only
freezing occurs and	 liquid is entrapped. 	 When the
heater is more than about one-half inch away from the crucible
no liquid entrapment problems have been encountered; for
example in run 41-31 (Figure 29 )•
k
1.4.5	 Reduce Cooldown Time
The HEM furnace is very well insulated, hence the heat
Losses are minimized. 	 While this is an advantage during the
meltdown and solidification cycle of the crystal it prolongs
the cooldown cycle.	 The silicon ingots solidified by HEM
(up to 34 cm square cross-section) cannot be cooled rapidly
because the temperature difference between the core and sur-
face of the ingot will cause cracking
	
due to thermal
shock.	 At the present time it takes approximately 24 to 36
hours after solidification before the furnace is
	
sufficiently
cooled so that the ingot can be taken out.
F In order to reduce the cooldown time without changing
n
} the insulation characteristics of the furnace, it was intended
to introduce a gas to enhance cooling of the ingot.
	 The
cooldown is rather rapid at high temperatures and becomes
progressively slower at low temperatures.
	 In run 41-52
f argon gas was introduced into the chamber approximately 24
$- hours after solidification prior to opening the chamber.
	 The
cooldown time was shortened; however, the ingot was cracked.
x It is felt that when argon was introduced the surface
a
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temperature of the ingot was reduced rapidly causing
cracking due to thermal shock.
In run 41-55 argon was introduced into the chamber at
about 1400°C prior to start of cooldown cycle. No cracking
of the ingot was observed; however, the cooldown time was not
affected significantly.
Since helium gas has a higher thermal conductivity than
argon and the gas ambient has to be introduced at high tem-
perature, it was felt that helium should be used. In run
41-57 this procedure was adopted but the ingot cracked,
probably due to sudden temperature change of the surface of
the ingot.
In order to shorten the cooldown by introducing a gas
ambient, it is necessary to correlate the ingot temperature
with type of gas and rate of backfilling. This work could not
be carried out within the present scope of the program. It
has been demonstrated that backfilling of the chamber can be
carried out without cracking the ingot.
. f
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1.5	 LOW-PURITY MELTSTOCK
1.5.1	 Background
An important feature of the HEM is that the crystal
growth takes place from the bottom of the crucible to the
top. Therefore, impurities which float on the surface of
the melt do not interfere with the growing solid-liquid
interface. Usually low-purity meltstocks have high carbon
content and are coated with an oxide layer. On melting, the
silica and silicon carbide float to the surface of the melt.
Most impurities in silicon have a distribution
coefficient significantly less than unity; 20 therefore,
during directional solidification these impurities are
rejected to the melt and will eventually pile up in the
last material to freeze. For HEM growth, this material
is along the crucible wall.	 Cast ingots will have
to be sectioned to maintain dimensional accuracy; hence,
during the sectioning operation the contaminated material
will be removed. In a typical casting process, the control
of the solidification interface, if any, is only marginal
and growth takes place from the sides to the center; thereby
the last material to freeze is in the central region. Another
important feature of HEM is the enlargement of the inter-
facial area as growth proceeds. Thus the effect of pile -up
of impurities at the melt interface is minimized and con-
stitutional supercooling is suppressed.
The segregation coefficient is a sensitive function of
the impurity content and growth rate. As the concentration
of impurities increases it is necessary to decrease the
growth rate in order to achieve the same segregation effects.
In the HEM crystal growth, because of segregation, im-
purities are rejected to the melt, consequently increasing
K
	 their concentration in the liquid. As growth proceeds,
w	 the impurity level in the melt increases; however, the
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distance of the solid-liquid interface from the heat exchanger
also increases. The linear advancement of the interface is
slowed. The HEM, therefore, has a built-in feature to com-
pensate for the increased impurity rejection to the melt
with slower growth rate.
One of the low-cost silicon meltstock approaches funded by
DOE was silicon produced by the Direct Arc Reactor 21 . This
meltstock was made by the carbonaceous reduction of silica in
a submerged arc furnace similar to that used for the production
of metallurgical. silicon. Control of raw materials has made
it possible to keep E and P contents low; however, use of a
small experimental furnace has resulted in a very high carbon
content 0,20 times more than in commercial MG silicon). The
experimental solar metallurgical silicon was tapped from the
arc furnace in air at about 1700°C and, therefore, contained
carbon, silicon carbide and silica as part of the sample.
Material from two batc^nes was used for evaluation. Emission
spectrographic analysis of these two batches is shown in Table I.
Meltstock from batch 1 was only crushed and screened to remove
fines, whereas that from batch 2 was further acid-etched in
order to reduce the oxide layer on the silicon. The latter
material was further hand-sorted to remove obvious pieces of
carbon and /or silicon carbide. Both batches of solar metal-
lurgical are described later--unetched sample is from batch 1,
while etched sample is from batch 2.
1.5.2	 Directional Solidification
Run 353-C was carried out using solar metallurgical
silicon meltstock from batch 2. Operational parameters were
kept similar to runs using high-purity meltstock. Considerable
amount of contaminants were seen floating on the surface of
the melt throughout the solidification. This HEM ingot did not
show any signs of cracking as seen in Figure 30. A ground and
etched section of this ingot is shown in Figure 31. It can be
seen that a very high degree of single crystallinity has been
I-48
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TABLE I. Analysis of solar metallurgical silicon
produced in two batches.
	 All Values arein ppm
Impurity Batch 1
	 Batch 2Al 100	 ?0
B 3	 3
Cax 40	 50Cr 10	 10
Cu 5	 5
Fe 50	 80
Mni 10	 10Mo 10	 10
Ni 10	 10
P 7	 3
Ti 10	 10
V 10	 10
Zr
F
S' 
10	 1.0
i
T
k
S
A a
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Figure 30. A 5.5 kg, W cm x 16 cm cross-section
ingot cast in run 353-C using ungraded
metallurgical siIi an
Figure 31. Cross-section of the ingot shown in
Figure 30.
9
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achieved. Macroscopic examination of the surface shows
dark precipitates on the surface of the melted-back seed.
These precipitates were identified as SiC by x-ray dit-
fraction. 5 The precipitates did not disturb the interface.
With the Czochralski method, where the interface is on the
melt surface, single crystallinity could not be achieved during
the first pull using -this meltstock. 21 This demonstrates the
stability of the submerged interface.
Two samples from the ingot were analyzed for impurities
using Spark Source Mass Spectrographic Technique; one of the
samples was taken from the middle of the ingot while the
second was taken from the edge. The results are shown in
Table II. A review of the data shows that significant purifi-
cation and effective segregation have beer, achieved. Most
of the impurities in the central region were below detec-
tibility limits. The resistivity of the ingot was measured
to be between 0.15 and 0.20 ohm-cm.
The main problem encountered in the directional solidifi-
cation of solar metallurgical grade silicon was the presence
of SiC particles that are known to cause shunting of solar
cells. 22 Double HEM solidification reduced the SiC particles
considerably.
1.5.3	 Directional Solidification with Slagging
The high carbon content of solar metallurgical silicon
meltstock results in the formation of silicon carbide
in the melt. Since SiC is denser than silicon, most of it
sinks to the bottom of the melt. However, because of
particle morphology, some particles float or are suspended
in the melt and are incorporated in the structure. Reaction
I
Y
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Table TI.	 Spark-source Mass Spectrographic
analysis of two samples from an HEM
solidified ingot using solar metal-
lurgical silicon. All values are ppba.
impurityP
Position in ingot Impurityy Position in ingot
Middle Edge Middle Edge
Ag <6 <6 Nb <3 <3
Al, 1000 600 Ni <30 <30
E 8000 - P 3000 -
Co <10 <10 Pd <10 <10
Cr <5 10 Sn <5 <5
Cu 20 20 Ta <.10 30
Fe <30 800 Ti 5 20
mg <^ 50 V <3 3
Mn <5 400 W <3 <3
140 <10 50 Zn <5 <5
Na 3 40 Zr <20 <20
;I
0of Sic with silica can reduce the Sic particles. 5 Some
of the reactions that proceed to the right in an HEM en-
vironment are: 23*24
Sic + 2SiO 2
	
SSW + co
sic + Sio 2	 Sio + co + Si
2S  + SiO2
 + 3Si + 2CO
sic + S102	 4 2Si + CO2
sic + Sio 2
	
+ C + 2Si0
In these cases a gaseous species will be formed leading to
removal of 8iC. Further, formation of the gaseous species
causes stirring of the melt. This phenomenon enhances the
reactions between Sic and S10 2 further by creating a kinetically
favorable environment, Furthermore, Sic particles that do not
have contact with silica but which have contact with gases
will float up even though their density is higher than
silicon. All these phenomena were expected to reduce the
Sic content in silicon.
In order to study this effect unetched solar metallur"
gical silicon with the adherent silica was used as meltstock
in runs 40-01, 40-03 0 40-05 0 40-11 and 40-12. 23 Directional
solidification by HEM was carried out in run 40-01 whereas
in other runs high purity silica powder was added to the cru-
cible along with the meltstock. A cross-section of the ingot
in run. 40-01, is shown in Figure 32. A comparison of this
figure with Figure 31 shows that the Sic particles are con-
siderably reduced. The structure of the ingot produced in
run 40-12 as a result of better slagging with silica powder
is shown in Figure 33. The whole ingot shows a nearly single
structure. At the melted-back seed interface there is a high
concentration of large Sic particles which cause formation of
some twins; otherwise the structure is quite clean.
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): ii;ure 32. Polished and etched cross-section of
ingot from run 40-01 using; solar
metallurgical silicon
?'figure 33. Structure of an ingot as a result of
better slagging (Run 40-12)
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1.v."	 Solar Cell Performance
"Test solar cells (2 cm x 2 cm) were fabricated from a
double E"t"1 4
 solidified ingot using standard cell processing
procedures at Spectrolab, Inc. The range of conversion
efficiency of the 22 cells processel and tested was 3.8-12.3
per cent (AM1) with two cells above 12% and 12 above s%. The
remain-ing showed shunting effects. The current-voltage
characteristic of the best cell is shown in Figure 34.
1.5.5	 Conclusion
Solidification of solar metallurgical silicon by HEM has
shown that nearly single-crystal ingots can be produced.
The use of Czochralski technique had produced single-crystal
structure only on the second pull. The main problem encountered
for photovoltaic applications wasthe SiC particles dispersed
in the structure, These particles sink to the bottom of the
melt since they are heavier than molten silicon. However, because of
particle morphology some particles float or are even suspended
in the melt. SiC does not break down the structure but cause,
shunting of the devices. It has been shown that concentration
of the particles is reduced by slagging techniques. The source
of these contaminants is the high carbon content of the melt--
k	 stock which is associated with a small furnace operated under
experimental conditions. Solar cells fabricated from double HEM
solidified solar metallurgical silicon have shown conversion
efficiencies up to 12.33% (AM1).
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Figure 34. Solar cell data (AMO) on 2 cm x 2 cm HEM cast
UMG silicon
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1.6	 CHARACTERIZATION
1.6.1	 Crystal Structure
During Phase II 15-cm diameter and 10
	 10 cm x 10 ens
ingots were directionally solidified by HEM.
	 Nearly 90% single
crystallinity was demonstrated. 11
	Sequential scale-up steps
were taken during the latter half of the program and ingots
of 20-cm diameter, 16 cm x 16 cm, 22 cm x 22 cm, and 34 cm
cross-section were cast.
Work on 20-cm diameter ingots was carried out for a short
period before square crucibles were received from vendor.
Initial attempts with these round crucibles produced single
crystal structure in the central area with large grains near
the periphery.
	 An example from run 305 is shown in Figure 35.
t
Solidification of 16 cm x 16 cm cross-section ingots also
E produced large grains near the crucible wall and single crystal
structure in the central area.
	 Figure 36 shows the structure
of an ingot cast in run 351.
	 During this run the furnace
power was decreased towards the end of the solidificationr
cycle while there was still some molten silicon.
	 This has
Y
resulted in very large grains near the top surface.
	 In run
349 single crystal structure was achieved all the way to
the top surface of the ingot (Figure 37).
	 In order to establish
that the structure of the surface parallel to the growth
direction is representative of the entire ingot a slab was
sectioned perpendicular to t1.e growth direction. 	 This
structure from run 338 is shown in Figure 38. 	 It can be seem
that the material shows more than 90% single crystallinity.
The structure similar to that achieved with 16 cm x 16 cm
r
cross-section ingots was also obtained in the first run at
_ 22 cm x 22 cm square cross-section ingots (run 354).	 This is
shown in Figure 39.
Further attempts were made to scale up the ingot size
to -32 cm x 32 cm cross-section. 	 Figure 40 shows the structure
w of a 35-kg ingot case in run 41-41. 	 It can be seen that the
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Figure 35. An example of crystallinity achieved
in 20 cm diameter ingot
Figure 36. Crystal structure of ingot cast
in run 351-C
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Figure 37. polished and etched section of
ingot cast in run 349-C
Figure 38. polished and etched slab sectioned
perpendicular to growth direction
showing cross-section and crystallinity
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Figure 39. Polished and etched section cf
22 cm x 22 cm cross-section ingot cast
in run 354-C
r 01,
Figure 40. Cross-section of ingot cast in
run 41-41
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percentage of single crystal area has decreased even though
the nature of single crystal central region and large grains
on sides has been maintained. In this configuration the
heat flow in the HEM furnace has changed substantially be-
cause the corners of the crucible are very close to the
heating element. The bottom of the crucible was quite cold;
hence, crystal growth was initiated off the crucible bottom
rather than off the solid-liquid interface. This has re-
sulted in large-grained columnar growth as can be seen by
the orientation of the grains.
With the size of the ingots maintained constant attempts
were made to improve the single crystallinity of the ingots.
Significant improvements of the structure were observed
as shown in Figure 41 for run 41-48. It can be seen that
breakdown in single crystallinity was restricted to an area
of the melted back seed in contact with the crucible. Nuclea-
tion at this point caused a few very large grains to be formed.
It is felt that complete single crystal structure can
be achieved. The problem has been reduced to optimization
of heat flow at the edge of the seed in contact with the
crucib.E. The HEM technology for silicon crystal growth has
been scaled up in size over a short period to a stage where it
is unique in solving problems of hez,t flow for very 'Large
solidification fronts. A careful analysis of this problem
is necessary to solve this problem.
1
1.6.2	 Resistivity Measurements
Measurement of resistivity of HEM-solidified ingots
has shown that the boules are of homogeneous resistivity.
Data were taken with a four-point probe on an ingot slab.
F 
r1
	
	 An example of the grid arrangement and the resistivity values
are shown in Figure 42a and 42b. The resistivity decreases
slightly along the solidification direction; however, the
change is so low that in general the ingot can be considered
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Figure 41. Ground section of ingot 41-48 showing
breakdown in crystallinity is very
limited
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figure 42a. Grid pattern on cross-section of ingot cast
in run 41-41 corresponding to points for
resistivity values shown below
(a)	 (b)	 (c)	 (d)
	 (e)	 (f)	 ( g )	 (h)	 (i)	 (.1)	 (k)
(a) 1.31 1.17 1.18 1.28 1.27
(b) 1.66 1.20 1.19 1.17 1.34 1.29 1.23 1.25 1.24 1.20 1.40
(c) 1.36 1.29 1.34 1.40 1.39 1.46 1.49 1.38 1.29 1.38 1.25
(d) 1.45 1.44 1.45 1.47 1.48 1.58 1.53 1.40 1.48 1.44 1.37
(e) 1.60 1.44 1.49 1.53 1.58 1.57 1.60 1.52 1.62 1.44 1.55
(f) 1.55 1.47 1.55 1.59 1.50 1.52 1.51 1.58 1.59 1.56 1.63
(g) 1.45 1.58 1.47 1.55 8.55 1.66 1.69 1.75 1.57 1.55
Figure 421). Resistivity data in Q-cm
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having homogeneous resistivity. Some resistivity decrease
with solidification is to be expected because the segrega-
tion coefficient of boron is less than unity.
1.6.3	 Carbon and oxygen Analysis
Carbon and oxygen analyses were carried out on samples
from two ingots--41-41. and 41-48. 4
	The vertical cross-
sections from areas A, B and C (see Figure 43 for labels)
of ingot 41-41 were measured for oxygen concentration.
Figure 44 is a plot of the central vertical. section (Section
A) of ingot 41-41 showing the oxygen distribution from the
top of the ingot to the bottom.	 As can be seen, the oxygen
concentration is lowest on top and increases linearly to the
J bottom of the ingot from 6 to 27 ppma.	 A similar view of_
ingot 41-48 in Figure 45 indicates that the increase in
oxygen concentration is more gradual and remains between
20-30 ppma for more than three quarters of the height of
the ingot.	 The dissimilar solidification times (40 hours
r
k
and 28.5 hours for 41-41 and 41-48 respectively) would account
for the difference in the oxygen gradients between the two
ingots.
	 The oxygen concentration of the CZ grown ingots is
approximately 30 ppma. 	 The lower value for HEM ingots may
be accounted for by the vacuum operation of HEM.
Other vertical sections were measured and showed the
same results.	 This indicates that the oxygen concentration
fi remains roughly constant in a plane perpendicular to the
growth direction.	 Further confirmation of this result is
seen in the oxygen data measured in the horizontal sections
t shown in Figure 46.	 For both ingots virtually no change,
T
occurred in the oxygen concentration in a horizontal plane
from the center of the ingot out toward the edge.
	
This also
indicates that the growth interface remains fairly flat
Y during the growth cycle.	 Table III is a summary of the oxygen
content measured in various sections of both ingots.
	
The
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YTable III. Oxygen and carbon concentrations as
function of position within ingot 1 and 2
ID Carbon (ppma)Oxygen (ppma)
Ingot 1
1A 3-18 6.25
2A 20-26 6.65
3A 8-21 6.00
4A 23-33 6.48
5A 5-17 6.24
6A 19--26 6.32
1B 5-15
2B 18-25
3B 6-18
4B 22-27
9M 19-21
lom ;22-24
Ingot 2
3A 13-24
4A 25-30
4C 25-33
9M 24
log 24-j25
9T 8-45
10T 21.-19
.
data are grouped by sections scanning from the top of the
ingot down or from outer edge inward.
The carbon concentration (non-precipitate) was measured
in ingot 41-41 and found to be distributed uniformly through-
out the ingot.
	 Figure 46 is a plot of the carbon coneentra-
tions in the horizontal directions and Figure 47 is a plot of
the vertical distribution.
	 The average concentration is
approximately 6 ppma.	 These carbon results are also listed
in Table III.
1.6.4	 Silicon Carbide Precipitates
Silicon carbide precipitates have been observed in HEM-
grown ingots. 5,25026	 One study 26 irvolving 72 samples from
run 41-48 has shown the density of these precipitates to be
between 6 x 10 4 	 X 10G/CM2to 1.3	 with most samples showing
in the range of 10^/CM2	 Another analysis 5 shows an approxi-
mate density of 5 x 107/CM2	 The latter work measured the
size of these precipitates to be submicron size; larger
precipitates were substantially lower in density.
	
Figure 48
is a photo of the submicron size precipitates.
A The silicon carbide precipitates have been associated
with backstreaming of oil vapors from the vacuum pump into
the growth chamber. 	 This resulted in a dull finish and many
particulates on the top surface of the ingot.	 When a molecular
sieve trap was used on the mechanical pump line a bright
metallic sheen was observed on the surface of the ingot.
This may not be responsible for all the contamination prob-
lems, but it does pinpoint a possible source of carbon.
1.6.5	 Disclocation Density Measurements
HEM-solidified ingots have been characterized for dis-
location density in two studies ?6,5	 studY26 of 72 samples
from run 41-48 showed the dislocation density to be in the
range of 50 to 2.5 x 103/CM2 which is a rather low value.
From a random sampling of material from 41-41 the dislocation
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Figure 48. SiC Precipitates at 25OX Magnification
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density of approximately 10 6 /cm 2 was measured. 5 This dis-
location network is independent of the crystal structure.
The large variation between the two studies may be
accounted for by the thermal history of the two ingots. Ingot
41•-41 was solidified in 40 hours whereas 41-48 in 28.5 hours.
In the HEM process the crystal, is still in the heat zone after
solidification; hence, an annealing cycle can be incorporatr.d
to relieve the solidification stresses and lower the dislo-
cation density.
1.6.6	 Optimization of Solidification Time
The HEM cycle has not been optimized.	 Emphasis has
been placed on increasing the size of the ingots.
	 During
the latter portion of the program it was decided to carry
out solidification of 35 kg ingots and study the effect of
processing parameters.
	 The main purpose of these experiments
{	 was to develop an optimum cycle.
Initial emphasis was placed on optimization of the
solidification cycle and^i	 Y degree of single crystallinity.	 g•	 Y	 Y-	 Seven
experiments were carried out and the solidification time is
listed below:
Run No. Solidification Time
41-41 40.0 hrs.
41-48 28.5
41-51 40.0
41-55 32.0
e_	
41-58
E
18.5
41-62 40.0
41-70
^x
n=
20.0
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In the above data it is seen that the solidification time
varies from 18.5 to 40 hours. Based upon experience it
can be estimated *%iiae the following schedule will hold for the
duty cycle for a 36 kg ingot other than the solidification
time:
Meltdown time	 8 hours
Stabilization	 2 hours
Solidification
Anneal cycle	 3 hours
Cooldown time
	
24 hours
Using this scenario the cycle time for the above-mentioned
ingots varied between 55.5 hours and 77.0 hours. Other variants,
such as introducing a gas into the chamber and lowering the
ingot in the heat zone after anneal cycle,could accelerate
cooling of the ingot and thereby shorten the duty cycle.
More work is necessary to shorten the cycle time for HEM
processing.
1.6.7	 Boule xtilization
One of the important parameters that strongly affects
the economics of the process is boule utilization or percentage
of usable material.. Two ingots have been characterized 
for this parameter. Ingot 41-41 was found to have >9%.
usable material while for 41-48 this value was lower (about
70%). The difference is accounted for by the fact that 41-41
was 32 cm square cross-section while 41-48 was 34 cm square
cross-section. Even though this is a small difference in size
it showed a large difference in yield. The heat zone in the
experimental furnace unit was designed for 80 cm square cru-
cibles. When 34 cm si.;e ingots were cast, the proximinity'of the
edge of the crucible to the heating element caused problems
I-70
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with solidification of silicon in the top corners. This
material could not be solidified by the directional cooling
of the heat exchanger; the temperature decrease of the
furnace caused solidification of the top surface and conse-
quently trapping of liquid silicon below the top layer. During
cooldown cycle the corners were broken off resulting in poor
yield.	 A slightly larger heat zone would eliminate this
problem.
f 1.6.8	 Solar Cell Performance
Ingots 41-41 and 41-48 were characterized for solar
cell performance. 	 Solar cell properties of short circuit
current density (Jsc ), open circuit voltage (Voc ), curve fill
factor (Cff) and cell efficiency (n) was measured in a number
of vertical and horizontal sections. 	 Approximately 150
(2 em x'2 cm) solar cells from both the horizontal and vertical
sections for a total of 300 cells were tested from each ingot.
Both the single and polycrystalline material were processed.
The diffusion lengths (LD ) were measured by a surface
photovoltage (SPV) method1 9	Individual L 	 values along with
the corresponding solar cell efficiencies for a vertical
k section from 41-41 are shown in Figure 49. 	 The results
r
for LD vary widely between 5-70 um with the overall average
Y
diffusion length of 34 um. 	 This compares with 82 }gym LD for
4 control cells.	 A review of normalized efficiency shown in
Figure 49 shows that the worst set of solar cells were those
containing the seed area.	 This is not surprising because this
CZ material was heated to high temperatures and cooled thereby
affecting its lifetime.
	 Table IV summarizes the average
solar cell efficiency
	 n	 for both ingots.	 The average values
of t1he control cells are also listed. 	 The ratio of the
efficiency of the HEM material to that of the control cells
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Figure 49. Normalized efficiency and diffusion
length values for ingot 1, section A
Table IV. Average V
oc isc, Cff and
normalized n values
Ingot 1
Ingot 2,.^._.^..,___._.^,...^...--
Y 1
,. J 1 f
V
se
MA C
 fG
Usable I
MA C. Usable
oe Normalized Materiul oc ^	 ^ tf. Normalized MaterJa.l
Section NO cm (/) n	 (`/,) ("/,) I	 Section (mv) cn1	 . M ti	 (7) M
A 559 25.8 72 85 >90 A 545 27.4 75 90 88
t	 B 563 26.4 70.7 90 >90 13 528 27.4 75 89 75
C
r:
556 26,2 68.3 86 >90 1	 C1 540 27.1. 72 814 48
4	 Control 574 28.2 73 I Control 578 29 _75
C 548 25.9 68 80 >90 1	 T 538 26.5 60 79 39
M 566 27 73 20 >90 hl 547 28.1 [is 91 67
B 
550 25.7 73 81 >90
1
B 529 26.5 68 83 89
t	 Control 577 28.2 76 Control 577 28.0 70
4
Y
9	 fl
Y
yields the normalized efficiency shown in the table. No
optimization was done in the fabrication of these cells.
The wafers were processed using only baseline procedures.
The baseline process is POC1 3
 diffusion for 0.3 to 0.4 um
junction, evaporated TiPdAg contacts and Si0 antireflection
coating.
The overall solar cell efficiency of the material from
41-41 and 41-48, when averaged over all the sections, is
85% of the CZ control cell, material. The large grain poly-
crystalline areas of the HEM ingots have been shown to produce
solar cells with efficiencies comparable to those made using
the single crystal areas in the HEM material. This result
suggests that it is not the grain boundaries that are limiting
the quality of the material, but rather some other mechanism.
The SiC precipitates are the likely limiting factors.
Since this is the first thorough characterization of
the HEM material and since the process is still not optimized,
these results indicate that the HEM material has great
promise for use in the solar cell industry.
r
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Projected add-on cost of the HEM ingot casting process
has been carried out using IPEG analysis. 27 Sensitivity
of various assumptions have also been analysed.
The ca l culations have been made for a plant to produce
5 x 10 6 square meters of sheet per year. Production is on
three shift basis, 345 days per year. Labor is $9 per hour
with 4.7 persons to cover the three-shift cycle. Power is
assumed to cost $0.06/kwh.
The following IPEG equation 27 was used:
Price = [(0.49 x EQPT) + (110.61 x SQ FT) + (2.14 x SLAB)
+ (1.23+ MATS) + (1,23x UTIL)]/QUANTITY
where
EQPT = total equipment costs
SQ FT = working area in square feel
SLAB = direct labor costs
MATS	 direct materials costs
UTIL = utilities costs
All dollar numbers are in 1980 dollars.
The calculations have been carried out in two steps:
(i) HEM casting of 36 kg ingots (Table V) and (ii) Band saw
sectioning into nine 10 cm x 10 cm x 15 em bars (Table VI).
Therefore, the total add-on price for HEM ingots is
$16.30 plus $1.09, or $17.39/m 2 . The product will be 10 cm
x 10 cm blocks, cast by HEM and sectioned with a bandsaw.
The add-on goal for this technology is $18.15/m 2 .	 It can
be seen that the HEM technology will meet the DOE price '
goals of 700 per watt with the demonstrated technological
	
e.;
	
achievements
	
i	 The sensitivity of the assumptions is shown in
x	 Figures 50 through 53. The parameters varied are equipment
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cost (Figure 50), Units/operator (Figure 51), Expendables/
run (Figure 52) and Cycle time (Figure 53).
TABLE V.	 IPEG ANALYSIS FOR ASSUMPTIONS AND
VALUE ADDED PRICE OF HEM CASTING OF 36 kg
INGOTS OF 31 cm X 31 cm X 7,6 cm SIZE
Estimate
Equipment cost per unit, $ 35,000
Floor space per unit, sq, ft 60
Labor, units/operator 10
Cycle time, hrs 56
Expendables /run, 	 $ 135
Add-on price,	 $/m 2 $16.30
Sectioning add-on (Table VI) 1.00/kg
Total add-on price, $/m 2 $17.39
Add-on goal, $/m ? $18.15
TABLE VI. IPEG ANALYSIS FOR ASSUMPTIONS AND VALUE
ADDED PRICE OF BAND SAW SECTIONING
Estimate
Equipment cost per unit, $	 20,000
Floor space per unit, sq. ft.	 80
Labor, units/operator 	 1
Cycle time /boule, hrs.	 2.5
`	 Motor power, h.p.	 3
Expendables /boule, $	 5
Conversion ratio, m 2 /kg	 1
2Add-on Price, $/m	 $1.09
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1.8	 SUMMARY
I. The HEM solidification of silicon ingots has been scaled
up to 45 kg in mass with dimensions of approximately
34 cm x 34 cm x 17 cm.
2. A prototype furnace was designed and fabricated which
is large enough to solidify 30 cm cube silicon ingots.
A microprocessor programmer was incorporated for
simultaneously controlling furnace temperature and the
helium flow.
3. The heat treatment of silica crucibles to develop a
graded structure for delamination during cooldown has
been projected. No problems of ingot cracking were
encountered during the scaleup to such large sizes.
4. A square cross-section crucible with sharp corners and
flat sides has been developed which gives >90% yield
of square material from a HEM cast Ingot.
5. Flattening of sides of "squarish" crucibles using thick
molybdenum sheets could not be accomplished. Significant
progress was, however, achieved by using rigid graphite
retainers.
6. The concept of using flat silica plates welded together
to achieve square corners of ingots has been demonstrated.
7. No problems were encountered in casting silicon by HEM
in vitreous graphite crucibles. The ingot was crack-
free but tenaciously attached to the crucible.
8. Experimental measurements have shown that during crystal
growth there are very shallow gradients within liquid
silicon.
9. Mapping of interface has shown that the last material
to solidify is near the wall of the crucible.
10. A 2-inch diameter heat exchanger could not be utilized
because of leakage problems at the brazed molybdenum
stainless steel ,joint.
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11. The heat flow, though controlled by insulation para-
meters initially, was governed by steady state conditions
towards the end of the solidification cycle.
12. Nearly single crystal structure was achieved with one
directional solidification using solar metallurgical
meltstock.
13. Large SiC particles were dispersed throughout the structure
with particularly heavy concentration near the seed area
and in the last material to solidify.
14. The SiC concentration in solar grade starting material
ingots was reduced by double solidification
15. Addition of silica powder to tho meltstock and/or silica
coating on solar metallurgical in eltstock reduced SiC
particles.
16. The rejection of impurities using solar metallurgical
meltstock was limited to the edge of the ingot.
17. It has been demonstrated that 12.33 per cent efficiency
solar cells can be fabricated using HEM solidified solar
metallurgical meltstock after double solidification.
18. The single crystallinity breakdown in 35 kg ingots is
limited to the periphery of the seed in contact with
the crucible.
19. The resistivity of HEM solidified ingots has been shown
to be very uniform over the entire cross-section
for 35 kg ingots.
20. The carbon content of HEM silicon is approximately 6 ppma.
21. The oxygen distribution in the horizontal direction is
very uniform; however, it decreases along the growth
direction. Typical values observed are lower than
that for CZ material.
22. Silicon carbide precipitates have been observed in
HEM material. They have been primarily associated with
back streaming of oil vapors from the mechanical
pump. A molecular sieve trap on the vacuum line has
reduced the contamination.
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23. The dislocation density in REM material is associated
with the thermal history of the ingot,
24. The overall efficiency oX the useable material averaged
throughout the ingot is 85% of the control CZ material
using baseline proae6sing.
25. The large grain polycrystalline HEM is comparable in
efficiency to the single crystal RMI material.
26. Over 90% use p hle material has been demonstrated in
HEM ingots.
27. The breaking of corners of ingots in some cases has been
associated with trapping of liquid silicon. This is
caused by the proximity of the corner to the heating
element and can be prevented by using a slightly larger
heat
28. A 56-hour duty cycle has been demonstrated for 36 kg
ingots.
29, The cooldown time can. be
 reduced by introducii,' g argon
or helium gas into the chamber after solidification.
The add-on cost of HEM processing using IPEG analysis
2is $17.39/m	 This is lower than the allocation of
$18.15/m2.
n
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TABULATION OF HEAT EXCHANGER
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ABSTRACT
The Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST) is a new
slicing technique that has been developed to slice ingots more
effectively. It has been demonstrated that 25 wafers/cm can
be s l iced from 10-cm diameter and 19 wafers/cm from 15-cm
diameter ingots. Over 99% yield (222 out of a possible 224)
has been demonstrated during slicing of 10-cm diameter ingots
at 25 wafers/cm. The average thickness of wafers was 0.249
mm and the kerf was 0.151 mm. The surface damage of FAST
sliced wafers was 3-5 pm. Slicing rates as high as 0.14 mm/min
have also been demonstrated for 10-cm diameter ingots.
A laboratory, high-speed slicer was designed. and fabricated
for FAST alicing. The salient features of this machine were
a light-weight reciprocating head with a longer stroke, a
wider rocking angle for the workpiece and grooved guide
rollers on either side of the workpiece for accurate align-
ment and guiding of wire blades.
The main emphasis of the program was on wire blade de-
velopment. Initially impregnated blades were developed which
showed high potential; however, this approach needs much more
development. In order to evaluate and control the plating
variables, an in-house electroplating facility was set up.
The problems involved in electroplating diamonds on wires
were the high surface area to volume ratio and the high,
uniform concentration necessary for effective slicing. Be-
sides setting up procedures to achieve the above requiremepts
some of the technical problems solved were plating ductile
nickel to prevent wire embrittlement and baking of steel-
core wires after plating to prevent hydrogen embrittlement.
Unique features developed in wire-blade development were
electroplating diamonds only in the cutting edge of wires
and electroforming techniques to plate diamonds in a
II-vii
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ipredetermined shape and form. Those processes would yield
lower kerf with large diamonds, longer life of wires and
higher accuracy of guiding for the wires during slicing.
The FAST approach has shown potential and demonstrated
salient features in Laboratory. This has been achieved
through process development. It is now necessary to evaluate
the basic parameters of this slicing on a quantitative
basis.
In large-scale production it is expected that the add--
on cost of FAST slicing will be between $5.90 and $13.13
per square meter of silicon sheet.
PVOLUME I_I
f
MULTI-WIRE SLICING - FIXED ABRASIVE SLICING TECHNIQUE (FAST)
2.1	 INTRODUCTION
Silicon crystals have been sliced into wafers for the
'• semiconductor industry by the Internal Diameter (ID) and
Multiple Blade Slurry (MBS) techniques.
	 While these processes
were developed for semiconductor applications, they cannot
be utilized, as they exist today, for photovoltaic applica-
tions.
	 Unlike semiconductor devices where silicon material
constitutes sometimes less than one per cent of the cost, the
cost of silicon wafers comprises about half the cost of a
C
f:
solar panel.	 The wafering technique to produce silicon wafers
from ingot is one of the important steps towards reducing
costs for terrestrial photovoltaic applications.
	 The slicing
process must be ;how cost and must combine minimum kerf plus
slice thickness to achieve high material utilization. 	 With
improved material utilization alone, the contribution of the
cost of polysilicon and crystal growth for photovoltaic power
generation, dollars per peak watt, is significantly reduced.
Therefore, material utilization is critical for reducing
costs to make photovoltaics a reality for terrestrial applica-
tions.
Besides being most developed and commercially available,
the advantages of an ingot process towards making sheet are
K
high throughput, purification of meltstock during growth,
consistent quality, simple instrumentation and control; however,`
k,
material utilization and kerf in slicing limits the low-cost
potential.	 I'n fact, the justification for silicon ribbon
f
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processes is based on the premise that slicing is costly and
wastes material. As the cost of polysilicon meltstock is
reduced to the goal of $14/kg kerf losses in slicing become
less significant, but material utilization is still critical.
The combination of an effective slicing process with an ingot
process, such as the Heat Exchanger Method (HEM), allows the
economical production of square shaped high conversion effic-
iency material to produce high power density modules at low
cost.
The essential parameters for a slicing technique for
photovoltaic applications are (J.) low-cost process, (ii)
low expendable costs, (iii) high material utilization, (iv)
high quality product, and (v) high yield; There are three
commercially used wafering processes„ viz., ID, MBS %nd
Multiple Wire Slurry (MWS) techniques. A comparison of the
parameters for these wafering methods with FAST is shown in
Table I. It can be seen that the advantages are low expendable
material costs-, low labor and high throughput in ID, low
equipment and labors costs in MBS, and high material utiliza-
tion in MWS. In the case of FAST all these advantages are
retained.
TABLE I.	 A COMPARISON OF THE ESSENTIAL PARAMETERS
OF WAFERINGFOR DIFFERENT SLICING TECHNIQUES
Parameter ID MBS MWS FAST
Equipment costs High Low High Low
Labor supervision Low Low High Low
Throughput High Medium Low High
Expendable costs Low High Very high Low
Material utilization Medium Medium High High
Surface damage High Medium. Medium Low
II-2
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In the FAST process  a multiple-wire bladepack is stretched
in a frame and reciprocated on rails. Diamond is fixed onto
the wires and used as an abrasive for slicing silicon. Dia-
mond has been demonstrated to be an effective abrasive for
silicon via the ID process and, therefore, the expendable
materials costs are kept low. The simplified equipment con-
cept of reciprocating bladehead keeps the FAST slicer costs
low and this has been proven by the MBS. The best material
utilization of wire slicing  is also incorporated in FAST.
This feature is posy ple with wire because once the wire cuts
through it no longer contacts the workpiece, hence less
clearance is necessary. This reduces kerf and also makes it
possible to slice thinner wafers. In the MWS the silicon being
sliced is completely lost when a wire breaks. For the FAST
approach, a broken wire results in loss of two wafers it is
contacting. In addition to the above advantages to FAST the
surface damage of the sliced wafers is lower  than that reported
for other slicing technologies.4
FAST is a new slicing technique that has been developed
to slice ingots more effectively. Work has been carried out
in three areas, viz., machine development, blade development
and testing.
2.2	 MACHINE DEVELOPMENT
The Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST) is a new
wafering method. The proof of concept of this method was
established  with a machine designed for multi-blade slurry
slicing. All the parameters for effective slicing such as
low kerf, thin slices, etc., had been demonstrated for 4 cm x
4 cm silicon workpieces. Larger workpieces could not be sliced
with the modified slurry machine. Based on the experience
with a modified slurry dicer a laboratory high-speed slicer
based on new concepts was designed, fabricated, assembled
and tested.5
II-3
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The high apeed slicer, as shown in Figure 1, is a basic
laboratory machine which could be modified, if necessary. The
essential features are that it has a larger and lighter
carriage so that higher speeds and longer stroke can be
achieved. The wire carriage is an aluminum weldment that is
reciprocated on air tearings. The carriage is moved back and
forth by a link guided by a straight line motion mechanism
which is crank actuated. By shifting the crank pin location
on the guide mechanism, different stroke lengths can be ob-
tained. Beneath the guide mechanism is a second crank which
has a mass equal to the carriage weight attached to its end.
This crank is driven out of phase with the carriage motion,
and thus serves to damp the inertial loads of the system.
The drive assembly is mounted separately from the bladehead
frame to obtain vibration isolation. A view of the slicer
after slicing a 10-cm diameter silicon ingot is shown in
Figure 2. Initial slicing of 7.6-cm and 10-cm diameter
workpieces at 19 wafers/cm with this slicer showed 97% yield.5
These tests also proved that fixed diamond on wires give
better performance at high speeds.
In order to achieve higher speeds it was necessary to
lighten the reciprocating bladehead. The weight of the
slurry slicer bladehead was about 200 pounds and a surface
speed of 100 feet per minute was achieved. The high speed
slicer was such that the blade carriage was twice as long
and weighed half as much. Slicing tests were Carried out at
surface speeds of about 200 feet per minute.5 Significant
improvement of the cutting performance was seen at the high,?
speeds. To further increase speeds it was necessary to
lighten the reciprocating carriage still further. A new 37
pound bladehead was designed and fabricated. Figure 3 shows
two views of the new lightweight bladehead assembled in the
slicer.
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Figure 2. A view of the high-speed slicer after
slicing a 10 cm diameter silicon ingot
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The problems that were also identified during the early
testing stage were hysteresis of the feed mechanism and
. jerkiness in the rocking mechanism.- These problems were
corrected by using weights to control feed forces and by
altering the rocking mechanism to achieve a smooth movement.
Figure 4 shows the new rocking mechanism.
The first slicing test with these modifications was run
325-SX ( details in Appendix	 II-A^.	 A 10-cm diameter workpiece
was sliced at 19 wafers / cm, the surface speed was 400 feet per
minute with a 16-inch stroke length and 41.3 gm
	
feed force.
Very good cutting rates were achieved; such high cutting rates
had never been achieved with commercially impregnated wires.
The total slicing time was 11 hours, 41 minutes, giving an
average cutting rate of 5.7 mils/min (0.145 mm/min).	 This
compares to 2.33 mils/min (0.05 mmlmin) obtained with similar
wires before the present modification.
Even though effective slicing of 10-cm diameter silicon
at 19 wafers/cm was achieved, problems were encountered when
wafering was carried out at 25 slices/cm.
	 These problemswere
related to vibrations transferred to the workpiece and mis-
alignments causing wire wander. 	 Additional shock mounts were
placed on the drive mechanism in order to decrease the vibra-
tions transferred onto the bladehead. 	 Further, it was found
that the feed mechanism was not rigid; therefore considerable
vibrations were transmitted to the workpiece which contributed
to wafer breakage during slicing.
	 In addition, misalignments
in the bladehead caused wire wander which also resulted in
s poor yields.
K A new slicing head was, therefore, designed and f-,ricated.
The salient features of this bladehead are a very high degree
>= of rigidity and accurate alignment.
	
A granite surface
plate was used as a base on which the wirepack frame was
mounted.
	 This granite surface was used to align the recipro-
Y}
cating frame as well as the workpiece carriage, vertical feed
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Figure 4. A view of the rocking mechanism
incorporated in the high-speed slicer
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and rocking assembly. Misalignments, if any, could also be
measured off this class A surface from time to time. The
heavy granite block also gave rigidity to the bladehead.
The wirepack frame now reciprocates in a ball slide which
should give it an accurate alignment during travel. The
rocking mechanism was driven with an anti-backlash lead
screw. A synchronous stepping motor was used to drive the
rocking assembly.
In addition to the rigidity and alignment features, the
wirepack frame was made lighter and enlarged to accommodate
a workpiece of up to 30-cm length and 15-cm diameter. A view
of this new bladeh g^ ad is shown in Figure 5.
Experience with this bladehead has shown that accuracy
of alignment of the various parts of the machine and transfer
of vibrations to the workpiece are very significant parameters
in slicing ingots at 25 wafers/cm. Other parameters observed
have been, the sensitivity of the rocking angle as the size of
the workpiece is increased. An increase in rocking angle is
necessary with larger work.pieces for effective slicing.
Correlation of these parameters will be discussed in a later
section.
2.3
	
BLADE DEVELOPMENT
The key to any slicing technique is the quality of
blades used. For FAST slicing diamonds are fixed onto wares.
The usual, procedures practiced in the industry for fixing
diamonds are pressed and sintered blades (as in in OD slicing)
or plated blades (as in ID slicing). Low ker'f requirements
rule out the use of pressed and sintered blades. Two
approaches were pursued for fixing diamond on wire, viz.,
impregnation and electroplating. The significant advantages
of impregnated blades was the ability to fix diamonds in
the cutting edge only and thereby keep the kerf low. 105
.	 .
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Figure 5, FAST slicer showing new bladehead
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(g) suspension medium for diamonds
(h) impregnation pressure
(i) iime for impregnation
(J) plating type and thickness after impregnation.
'these variables are not independent but mutually interactive.
Considerable effort has been spent for optimization
of these variables. For example, the copper sheath should be
thick enough to hold the diamonds in place, and thin enough
not to bury the diamonds. A thin copper sheath would also
have a positive effect on the kerf. On the other hand, diamonds
must be large enough not to be buried and small enough to
give a low kerf. Impregnation pressure should be high enough
r
	
	
to insert the diamonds into the copper and low enough not to
destroy the wire. As time of impregnation is increased
it aids in pushing the diamonds in the sheath; however, beyond
a certain time it starts to loosen the diamonds. To get
good impregnation the diamonds should be seated well into
the copper sheath wish high, uniform concentration on the
cutting edge of all the wires. + Nickel plating prevents the
diamond pullout. It should have a uniform thickness on all
x
the wires.
High strength steel and tungsten as core material were
found to be adequate for impregnated wires. In the selection
F
of size it was found that a 3 mil (0.075 mm) diameter core
did not have the desired strength. 5 Wine wander was also en-
countered during slicing. Even though 4 mil (0.1 mm) core was
P
used most of 'the optimization was carried out with 5 mil
(0.125 mm) core wire.
It was found that it was possible to impregnate 45 pm size
t. diamonds into 7.5 um copper sheath. However, the copper was
distorted. A 12.5 lam sheath was not distorted and the concen-
tration of diamonds was high. However, after plating the
`	 diamond concentration was not as high. Impregnation of 45 um
h
diamonds into 12.5 um sheath was not deep enough and diamonds
Y
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This technique needs much more development and has a lower
cost; potential. In the development of electroplated blades
techniques of electroformi.ng were developed where the kerf
width and shape could be controlled, In view of this develop-
ment emphasis was placed on plated blade approach during later
stages of the program.
2.3.1	 Impregnated Wires
At the start of the FAST development program impregnated
wires were available commercially. These wires were 5 mil
(0.125 mm) high strength steel core with a 1.5 mil (38 pm)
thick copper sheath into which 45 um diamonds are impregnated.
These wires suffer diamond pull-out during silicon slicing;
their Life can be prolonged by nickel plating. l
	A 0.3 mil
(7.5 um) nickel plating was found to be optimum. A thicker
plating buries the diamonds while a thinner plating does not
prevent diamond pull,-out.
In the development of impregnated blades, it is necessary
to develop technique to give a'high concentration of diamonds
with an even distribution and good bonding to the matrix.
These are essential blade requirements for efficient slicing.
Initial impregnation experiments were carried out on the MBS
slicer; however, during later stages an impregnation machine
was designed and fabricated for making wirepacks for the high
speed slicer. A high strength core wire covered by a copper
sheath was used to impregnate diamonds into the wires.
The impregnation process is a multi-parameter problem.
Some of the variables affecting impregnation are:
k	 (a) wire core material
(b) size of core wire
-`	 (c) thickness of copper sheath
(d) impregnation die design
(e) size of diamond
(f) shape and type of diamond
LI-13
fell out during plating. Impregnation of 30 pm diamonds into
a 15.5 pm copper sheath under high forces produced satisfac-
tory impregnation and retention of diamonds. This showed
that the diamonds have to be impregnated deep into the sheath
under high pressure. However, a 7.5 pm nickel. plating buried
the diamonds. 6 Slicing tests with a ret of impregnated wires
with 45 pm diamonds into 1 mil (25 um) copper sheath and 7.5 um
electroless nickel plating showed good results in runs 335-5,
336-5 and 338-5 (Appendix I). A similar bladepack with 30 um
diamonds was used in runs 339-5 through 341-5. A comparison of
the performance of the two wirepacks showed that higher cutting
rates were achieved with 45 um diamonds.
For effective impregnation the application of diamonds on
the wisps was critical in achieving good concentration and
1
uniform distribution of diamonds. Some of the variables studied
were viscosity of suspension medium, concentration of diamonds,
E
	
	 and pressure and time during spreading of the slurry. It was
found that even these variables are interactive, e.g., when
the viscosity was high, the diamond concentration had to be
increased. With high concentration, the pressure and time
j	 had to be increased accordingly. ? Once the diamonds were
K	 applied to the wires, they were impregnated under pressure.
G
	
	 A study of the effect of time of impregnation on diamond
concentration showed that initially the concentration increased
with time; however, after some time the diamonds were dislodged
leaving the copper sheath abraded. Subsequent impregnation into
this abraded copper resulted in poor impr;,dnation and diamonds
fell off the wire during handling and/or during plating.s
,It was also found that when the diamond application
resulted in low concentration, very good impregnation was
F
achieved; a higher concentration after application resulted
.<r in poor impregnation. This may be due to the fact that the
pressure is transmitted over more diamonds and therefore the
pressure on each diamond is reduced, Consequently, the diamonds
II-14
rare not pushed into the copper sheath. Further, the soft
copper sheath is deformed, reducing the hold on the diamonds.
The application and impregnation was also attempted in a
single step operation, as was building up of concentration in
a number of application-impregnation steps.7
Once the parameters were optimized and good impregnated
wirepacks were fabricated efforts were made to identify
whether diamond concentration is reduced because of severity
of cleaning prior to nickel plating. Wire samples were taken
during each cleaning step. These samples were examined by
SEM and are shown in Figure 6. Close examination of 6(a)
through 6(d) shows that not an appreciable amount of diamond is
lost during cleaning for good impregnated wirepacks.
Comparison was also made of impregnated wires with dif-
ferent size diamonds. Wires impregnated with 45 um diamonds
are shown in Figure 7(a) and 60 pm size in Figure 7(b).
Figure 7(a) shows that a higher and more uniform diamond
concentration can be found in 45 }gym size. From the photographs
it is not possible to see the depth of impregnation. Slicing
experiments indicate that diamond pull-oUt mostly occurred
with 60 um size diamonds. 7 On the other hand, nickel thickness
had to be carefully controlled when smaller size diamonds were
used. For example, Figure 8 shows a 45 um diamond impregnated
wire where the nickel plating buried the diamonds.
Experiments were also carried out with impregnated wires
using a mixture of diamond sizes. For example, in run 424-SX
a mixture of 45 um and 60 um diamonds was used. 7 Good cutting
rates were achieved, but the yields were not high. The low
yields are attributed to non-uniformity in wirepacks because
of difference in protrusion of diamonds above the nickel
plating with different size diamonds.
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Figurt, 7. Impregnated wires with different sizes
j -	 of diamonds:	 (a) 45 um diamond; (b) 60 Um
diamond
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Figure 8. SEM photograph of impregnated wire
with plating burying; the diamonds
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2.3.2	 Electroplated Wares
Even though electroplating of diamonds is widely prac-
ticed in industry, problems were encountered in fixing diamonds
on wires.
	 The main difference was attributed to the high sur-
face area to volume ratio for wires; another requirement was
the high degree of uniformity in diamond concentration and
plating thickness over a large area.
As mentioned earlier high strength steel and tungsten
were selected as core wires for plating.
	 Even though steel.
core ID blades are electroplated the high surface area to
volume ratio of wires caused hydrogen embrittlement when steel
core was used. These wires when stretched in the slicer
4 showed breakage.	 During the initial stages, therefore, tung-
sten core wire was used. 	 The problems of cleaning tungsten
prior to electroplating necessitated the use of tungsten core
wire with a flash of nickel. 	 During later stages of the pro-
Y
gram it was found that the plating variables strongly affect
the performance of the wirepack during FAST slicing.	 In order
3 to study these variables an electroplating facility was set
up by Crystal Systems, 	 During this period cleaning procedures
for pure tungsten were also developed and it was possible to use
tungsten wire without the nickel flash. 	 It was also found
that it was possible to electroplate high strength steel core
's wires.	 These wires were then baked at 200°F.	 Such a wirepack
' was used in runs 473-SX through 475-SX and no wire breakage
problems were encountered.
Another problem encountered with electroplated wirepacks
was the non-uniformity of nickel plating over the wires.
	
If
the area of wires to be plated is considered as a rectangle, it
was found that nickel buildup was heavii^st near the corners
of the rectangle and minimum near the intersection of diagonals.
" T An example of non-uniform nickel buildup is shown in Figure 9.
' During the initial stages the failure mechanism for wires
"r
was diamond pull-out.	 Work on plating problems to obtain a
J
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Figure 9. Cross-sectional
showing (a) high
and (b) central
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view of wire in Figure 8
nickel buildup near end
area.
iY
good bond between the diamonds and nickel matrix showed that
diamond pull-out could be minimized. For example, Figure 10
shows three views of an unused wire electroplated using 45 pm
diamonds. This wirepack was used to slice five 4 cm x 4 cm
cross-section workpieces at 25 wafers/cm on the modified MUS
slicer. Figure 11 and 12 show three views of a wire after
slicing one and five workpieces respectively. It can be seen
that the bonding of the diamonds was good as no diamond pull-out
seems apparent.
Some comparison was made between the cutting performance of
synthetic and natural diamonds. 9 It was found that under
similar conditions the natural diamonds showed better slicing
t	 effectiveness. A high magnification view of 45 um synthetic
c	 diamonds after plating on wires is shown in Figure 13. It can
x
	
	 be seen that there are no sharp edges and the character of the
diamonds is "blocky" in nature. This may explain the difference
in performance.
r In the electroplated wires diamonds were fixed over thef
entire circumference of the wire. Using a 5 mil (0.125 mm)
T
	
	
core wire and 60 um diamond, the kerf is too big to effectively
slice 25 wafers/cm. Therefore, the largest size diamonds that
could be usedwas 45 um. Evaluations were carried out with
45 Um, 30 um and 22 um diamonds. It was found that a high
concentration of diamonds could be achieved in all cases.
During the initial stages it was found that the electroplated
wires showed a better slicing performance as compared with the
impregnated wires. The life of the electroplated wires was
limited to slicing one 10 cm diameter ingot; the failure
mechanism was diamond pull-out. The concentration of diamonds
after slicing the first ingot was reduced significantly.
An example of this behavior is evident from comparison of
Figure 14 and 15 for wires prior to use and after use in
run 441-SX, respectively.
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Figure 13. High magnification view of wire showing
"blocky" diamonds.
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Figure 14. SEM photograph of ,vire before use in
run 441-SX, rutnted 300
1
It
gist1
Figure 15. SEM photograph of wire alter use in
run 441-SX showing loss of diamonds,
rotated 600
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With diamond sizes in the range of 22 to 45 Um the
nickel buildup could not be changed over a wide range;
it was found that for effective slicing half to two-thirds
of the diamond needs to be plated with nickel. This range was
a compromise between leaving enough exposed diamonds for
cutting and enough nickel to hold the diamonds.
Another criterion for reducing diamond pull-out was
to prevent the erosion of the nickel matrix. A mixture of
45, 30 and 15 um diamonds was used. It was intended to
have the larger diamonds for slicing and the smaller diamonds
would fill in between the larger diamonds and prevent erosion
of the matrix. Figure 16 shows a wire before use using
a mixture of diamonds. The smaller diamonds appear to
have been buried in the plating. Figure 17 and 18 show wires
from the same wirepack after use in runs 437-SX and 438-SX.
Examination of these wires shows that some ,oily the smaller
diamonds have been exposed and the concentration has not
changed significantly even after slicing two 10-cm diameter
silicon ingots. During later stages techniques were developed
whereby the concentration of diamonds fixed on the wires
was increased; it was, therefore, not necessary to use
smaller diamonds as filler diamonds.
In order to reduce kerf,efforts were made to reduce
the plating thickness. Figure 19 shows a wire plated with
less nickel to fix 45 um diamonds. This approach did not
work very satisfactorily as it enhancedthe diamond pull-out
problem.
One of the drawbacks of electroplated wires was that the
plating is wrapped over the entire circumference,. Wth 30 jim
and 45 Um diamonds the minimum'kerf with 0.125 mm (5 mil)
core wire is, therefore, 0.185 mm (7.4 mil) and 0.215 mm
(8.6 mil) respectively. This assumes that there is no plating
thickness between the bottom of the diamond and the core wire.
W
b
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Figure 16. SEM photograph of electroplated wire
before use in runs 437-SX and 438-SX
showing diamonds buried in nickel
Figure 17. SENT photograph of wire used in run
437-SX showing high diamond concen-
tration and even diamond distribution
Y
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Figure 18. SEM photograph of wire used in run 438-SX
showing high diamond concentration and
even diamond distribution
Figure 19. View of a lullgiludinal section of electro-
plated wire. The kerf was reduced by
decreasing the nickel plating.
II-29
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In practice the kerf is 0.225 mm (9 mil) to 0.250 mm
(10 mil).
	
The diamonds fixed at the bottom of the wire
are cutting whereas those on the sides of the wire are con-
tributing to the kerf. 	 It was felt that if diamonds can
' be electroplated
	
only on the bottom of the wires, then the
k,)rf could be reduced significantly.
	 A similar approach,
discussed above, was used effectively with impregnated wires.
Efforts were made to electroplate diamonds in the cutting
edge only.	 Figure 20 shows two wires from a wirepack where
no diamonds were plated	 on sides,	 The wirepack was used
for 0.5 hour	 only because of low cutting rates.
	
The;area
over which diamonds were plated was not sufficient to clear
the wires during slicing. lQ Figure 21 shows three views
of a wire section after use in run 426-SX. 	 There was
marginal clearance of these wires; some abrasion of nickel
is evident in Figure 21.	 After slicing of one crystal, the
wirepack was used to slice two more ingots in runs 429-SX
and 430-SX.I^
A comparison of diamonds electroplated over the entire-
circumference and in the bottom only was seen in runs 420-SX
and 421-SX.
	
Figure 22 shows three views of an unused wire.
During slicing in run 420-SX high cutting rates were achieved
and slicing yield was 89%.	 SEM examination of a wire after
this experiment, shown in Figure 23, shows that there appears
to be no diamond pull-out.	 In the second slicing test (run_
421-SX) high cutting rates were maintained; however, the
slicing yield was lower.	 It was found that wafer breakage
was significantly greater in the central area of the workpiece.
s Examination of a wire in this area showed that diamond pull-
out was not a problem.
	 Three views of the wire, Figure 24,
-r, shows that diamonds were electroplated over the entire
circumference.
The technique of plating diamonds in the cutting edge
only was optimized at Crystal Systems.
	 An example of this
wire is shown in Figure 25.
	 It can be seen that a very high
• I
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Figure 20. SEE of electroplated wires with no
diamonds seen on sides
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Yconcentration of diamonds was achieved with enough nickel to
hold the diamonds and enough diamond width to clear the wires
during slicing. In spite of such progress it was not possible
to eliminate the diamonds completely from the top surface over
all the wires in the wirepack. The stray diamonds even though
few in number caused perturbations during slicing and affected
the cutting effectiveness. It was, therefore, desirable to con
trol the kerf width precisely and eliminate diamonds completely
from the top surface of the wirepack.
Electroforming techniques were developed in which diamonds
are selectively plated with a predetermined kerf. Figure 26
shows an initial experiment at electroforming. The diamonds were
plated on wise at a kerf of almost the size of the wire. Under
these conditions it is possible to use Larger diamonds in the
cutting edge. Figure 27 shows the cross-section of a wire
where plating was restricted 'to a V-groove with a 60 0 included
angle.
A bladepack was fabricated with 60 um diamonds plated
in a 60° V-groove and used in run 461-SX to slice a 10-cm
diameter silicon ingot. Very high cutting rates were achieved,
0.094 mm/min (`3.7 mils/min), even though the feed forces
were kept at 35.3 gm /wire. The average kerf was 0.2 mm
(7.9 mils). This value is rather low for 60 ^im diamond
size
While the electroforming technique was in development,
efforts were continued in .improving accuracy in slicing and
wire life with diamonds. fixed over the entire circumference of
the wires. The results of runs 465-SX through 467-SX exemplify
the progress made. A wirepack plated with 30 um diamonds
co-deposited over the entire circumference of the wire was
used to slice three 10-cm 'diameter silicon ingots at 25
wafers/cm. In run 465-USX over 99% yield (222 out of a
possible 224) was achieved with an average wafer thickness of
LI-37
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0.196 mm (7.7 mils) and a kerf of 0.201 mm (7.9 mils).
Figure 29 shows an unused section of wise. An examination
of wires after each slicing run, Figure 29 through 31,
showed that no significant diamond pull-out is noticeable.
It has been seen that with available techniques good
characterization of the wires can be carried out and the
results can be correlated to the performance of the wires.
Wrepacks which show no diamond pullout or degradation also
exhibit good slicing performance. However, with an examina-
tion of an unused wire it is difficult to predict the per-
formance of the wirepack. Some basic understanding of the
slicing mechanisms, degradation at the tip of a diamond,
bonding of nickel-diamond, nickel core, etc., needs to be
studied to predict behavior of a wirepack.
1
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Figure 28. Two views of wire prior to use
in run 456-SX.
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Figure 31. Examination of a wire after use in
three slicing tests (runs 465-SX,
466-SX and 467-SX) ♦.J
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2.4	 TESTING
At the start of the present phase of the program, a
4 em x 4 em cross-section workpiece was being sliced on the
modified MBS slicer. A new high-speed FAST slicer was
fabricated and one slicing experiment each was carried out
with a 7.6 cm and 10 em diameter workpiece.
During initial stages of the present program, 4 cm x 4 cm
workpieces were sliced at 25 wafers/cm with the modified
MBS slicer using impregnated as well as electroplated
wirepacks. An example of performance with impregnated
wires was in runs 305-S and 306-S. During the first slicing
test 95% yield was achieved with an average slicing rate of
0.067 mm/min. The second slicing test showed 54% yield and
0.032 mm /milt cutting rate. The deterioration in performance
was attributed to diamond pull-out. A similar example with
a set of electroplated wires was in runs 314-S through 318-S.
In the first run a 100% yield was achieved and it dropped
subsequently to 98, 87, 77 and 64% respectively. The slicing
rates were initially 0.064 mm/min, and successively 0.051,
0.044, 0.048 and 0.060 mm/min. The improvement during the
last run was 'because the wires were dressed prior to start
of the run which probably exposed more diamonds. A comparison
of these runs shows that faster cutting rates, higher yields,
and longer life were achieved with electroplated wires as
compared with impregnated wires. The latter approach is
potentially less expensive; however, it is also less
developed.
Simultaneously with slicing 4 cm x 4 e workpiece on
a modified MBS slicer development efforts were continued
with 10-cm diameter ingots on the high speed FAST machine.
The slicer was modified by installing a light-weight blade-
head to achieve higher surface speeds. The first slicing
test with this modification was run 325-SX to slice a 10-cm
diameter silicon ingot at 19 wafers /cm
 
using wires impregnated
9
Y
J
II-45
with 45 um diamonds. A surface speed of 400 feet per
minute and a feed force of 41.3 gm was used during the
test. Very good cutting rates were achieved; such high
cutting rates had nevee been achieved with impregnated
wires. The total slicing time was 11 hours, 41 minutes,
giving an average cutting rate of 0.145 mm/min (5.7 mils/min).
During run 328-SX this performance was repeated. Good
quality wafers were sliced at an average cutting rate of
0.143 mm/min (5.62 mils/min). These cutting rates are more
than 40% above the cutting rates used in economic analysis.5
The same wirepack was again used in runs 329-SX and 330-SX.
The average cutting rates achieved were 0.122 mm/min
(4.82 mils/min) and 0.087 mm/min (3.44 mils/min) respectively.
Figure 32 shows a plot of the depth of cut with time during
runs 328-SX and;329-SX.
 I't shows that except at the start
of slicing and towards the end the cutting rate is quite
linear. This demonstrates that the varying kerf length
during slicing of a 10-cm diameter crystal is minimized by
rocking the workpiece during FAST slicing. In regions where
non-linear cutting rates are observed, the kerf length is
changing rather rapidly and higher cutting rates are
observed.
Also shown in Figure 32 is the data 5
 for run 2-002-SX
when the surface _speed of the machine was 200 ft/min. Runs
328-SX and 329-SX were sliced at 400 ft/min using the same
set of wires. The latter run shows the deterioration of
the wires. Comparison of the data for runs 2-002-SX and
328-SX clearly shows that a significant improvement in
cutting performance is achieved when surface speed is
increased from 200 ft/min to 400 ft/min. By doubling the
speed the average cutting rates increased from 0.059 mm/min
(2.33 mils/min) to 0.145 mm/min (5.7 mils/min), a factor
of 2.45.
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rOther efforts to develop impregnated wires were
towards using larger size diamonds. In run 422-SX,
for example, 60 um diamonds were used and in run 424-SX
a mixture of 45 um and 60 um size were used. Other signifi-
cant tests with impregnated wires were slicing of 10 cm x
10 cm cross-section workpiece in runs 403-SX, 412-SX,
424-SX and 432-SX. The cutting rates ranged from 0.040 mm/
min to 0.075 mm/min and yields from 55 to 86 per cent. It
was found that the limited rocking angle available for this
size workpiece was affecting the slicing performance.
During blade development it was found that average
slicing rate with electroplated wires was significantly
higher than the impregnated wires under similar conditions.
Further, diamond pull-out was more of a problem with impreg-
nated wires. In view of this it was felt that concentration
should be placed on electroplated wires as development of
impregnated wires needs much more development.
A wirepack electroplated with 45 um natural diamonds was
used in runs 413-SX through 415-SX to slice 10-cm diameter
ingots at 19 wafers/cm. The average slicing rates were
0.077 mm/min (3.1 mils/min), 0.050 mm/min (2.0 mils/min) and
0.050 min/min (2.0 mils/min) respectively. The corresponding
yields for the three runs were 91, 70 and 44%.
The performance of a 30 4m diamond electroplated wire-
pack to slice three 10-cm diameter ingots at 19 wafers/
cm in runs 344-SX through 346-SX is shown in Figure 33.
As mentioned in the Blade Development section, a mixture
of 45 um, 30 um and 15 um diamonds was used for forming an
electroplated wirepack. SuCIi a wirepack was used in runs
433-SX through 435-SX to slice three 10-cm diameter silicon
ingots at 19 wafers/cm. The performance curves are shown
in Figure 34.
A number of the other variables were studied during
11-48
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slicing if 10-cm diameter ingots at 19 wafers/cm, e.g.,
use of screened diamonds instead of micronized diamonds
(run 457-SX), synthetic diamonds (run 454-SX), electro-
formed wirepack (run 461-SX), suitability of a steel core
wire (runs 473-8X through 475-SX), prevent wire breakage
by plating ductile nickel (run 459-SX), etc.	 A 30 um
diamond electroplated wirepack was used in runs 465-SX
through 467-SX to slice 25 wafers/cm.
	
During the first
test a 99.1% yield (222 out of a possible 224) was achieved
with an average slicing rate of 0.077 mm/min.
	 In this test
low feed forces of 24.4 gm /wire were used.
	 Very good
surface quality of wafers was achieved; the average wafer
thickness was 0.195 mm with a kerf of 0.205 mm.
	
During the
second slicing test the average slicing rate dropped to
0.045 mm/min and the yield was only 36.2/.	 The average wafer
thickness increased to 0.249 mm with - kerf of 0.151 mm.
	 The
data shows that during the first slicing test considerable
diamonds from the sides of the wires were pulled out,
thereby reducing kerf, increasing wafer thickness and
decreasing the average slicing rate.
	 The plot of the depth
of cut with time is shown in Figure 35.
Another slicing test, run 464-SX, at 25 wafers/cm
on 10-cm diameter workpiece, showed high slicing rates,
0.091 mm/min.	 In run 471-SX an 88/ yield with a 0.061
mm/min average cutting rate were also demonstrated for
25 wafers /cm on a 10-cm diameter ingot.
While most of the emphasis of the program has been
on 10-cm diameter ingot`-slicing,efforts were also made on
slicing 10 cm x 10 cm square cross-section and 15 cm diameter
workpieces.
	 A 10 cm x 10 car silicon boule was sliced at
19 wafers/cm in run 439-SX with a 96X yield and an average
slicing rate of 0.1 mm/mina
	 This cutting rate is high
especially for the larger cross-section workpiece.
	
A
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FAST Slicing	 10 cm 0, 25/cm
Surface Speed = 90 m/min
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Figure 35. Slicing results of 10 cm 0
ingots at 25 wafers/in
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similar demonstration was made in run 420-SX where an
89% yield and 0.085 mm/min slicing rate were achieved.
Slicing of 10 cm x 10 cm silicon was also attempted at
` 25 wafers/cm in run 472-SX; however, the yield and slicing
rate were low.
	
It was found that in order to effectively
slice a workpiece larger than 10-cm diameter, it is
necessary to rock the crystal over a wider angle than could
be achieved with the present slicer.
Efforts were also made to slice '15-cm diameter ingots
at 19 wafers/cm.	 The first slicing test was in run 453-SX
where the experiment was aborted after slicing about 12 cm
into the 15 cm ingot.
	
This was the first time such a Large
r' ingot was sliced by FAST.	 The depth of cut vs. time for this
ingot is shown in Figure 36	 In run 470-SX a 15-cm diameter
workpiece was sliced.	 The average slicing rate was 0.066 mm/
rmin (2.6 mils/min); however, the yield was poor. 	 It was seen
a
that the broken segments of wafers did not show much taper.
During the test it was observed that once wafer breakage
occurred, all the wafer fragments could not be removed bect,use
s of the large kerf length. 	 The pieces then were trapped between
the wires and between the wafers and wires, thereby causing
further breakage.
In run 463-SX an electroformed wirepack12 with a 60°
included angle was used to slice a 15-cm diameter workpiece.
The slicing rate was 0.074 mm/min (2.9 mils/min); this is
a rather high value in view of the considerably larger
4 kerf length.
	
A plot of the slicing performance for this test
is shown in Figure 37. 	 A similar electroformed wirepack
t
using 60 um diamor.-I, was used in run 461-SX to slice a 10-cm
-E	 ^, diameter ingot.	 It was found that the average kerf was
0.200 mm; this is a rather low value for 60 um diamond size.
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that a material
r utilization of up to 25 wafers/cm can be achieved with over
I1-52
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99% yield for a 10-cm diameter ingot (0.074 mm on 15-cm
diameter silicon) have been achieved. A wire life of
three 10-cm diameter ingots has also been shown. New tech-
niques have been developed in plating of wise blades which
have shown potential; however, further work is necessary to
explore their full effects. Machine parameters such as
rigidity and rocking angle have been found to affect the
testing at higher number of wafers per em and larger workpieces.
A theoretical understanding of some of these parameters is
necessary to explore the full potential of the FAST tech-
nology.
Wire life of three slices through a 10 em diameter ingot
is less than the 5 and 10 slices, respectively, that is
assumed in the conservative and optimistic cost analyses.
The mechanism for the degradation is too subtle to be
determined from SEM examinat on. Typical reasons for
degradation are pull. -out
 
of diamonds that are cutting effec-
tively and/or wear of diamond cutting edges. The mechanism
for degradation must be understood before it can be solved.
The emphasis on future work is directed towards understanding
the mechanism for degradation since it is the major limita-
tion to FAST.
i
a
2.5	 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Two types of analyses have been made using conservative
and optimistic estimates of projections for 1986. The price
calculations are based on 1980 dollars and use the IPEG
equation;
Price 40.49 x EQPT)+(135.8 x SQFT) + (2.1 x SLAB)
+ (1.3 x MATS) + (1.3 x UTIL)} /QUANTITY
' where
FQPT = total equipment costs
SQFT = working area in square feet
SLAB = direct labor costs
!BATS = direct materials costs
UTIL	 utilities costs
i
N
FAST Slicing
t:
It is intended to use a double-headed slicer so that
two bladeheads will be used per run and two bars (30 cm x
10 cm x 1.0 cm) will be sliced simultaneously.
	 The
wire blades will be fabricated by nickel plating diamond on
' wise, since this results in the best, wire life and cutting
t rate.	 The assumptions and projected add-on costs are given
in Table II.
This analysis shows that the add -on cost of FAST
slicing is between $5.90 and $13.13 per square meter of
silicon sheet; this is considerably lower than the 1986
cost goals of $18.45/m2. 	 If the technoloby is frozen at
today's level, the wire life would be reduced to three
x slices per wire.	 This would cause the expendable cost
to increase to $47 per run resulting in a cost of less
r than $20/m2.
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YTABLE II. IAEG Analysis for Value Added Costs
of FAST Slicing Using Conservative
and Optimistic Projections of Technology
Equipment cost;, $
Floor space, sq.ft.
Labor, units/operator
Duty cycle, %
Set-up time, hrs
Slicing rate, mm/min.
Slices/cm
Slices/wire
Yield
Expendables/ru , -t, $
Motor power, h.p.
Conversion ratio, m2/kg
Add-on Price, $/m2
Estimate
Conservative Op:ti ►mistie
30,000 30,000
80 80
5 10
90 95
1.5 1.0
0.1 0.14
22 25
5 10
90 95
28 14
5 3
0.85 1.0
13.13 5.9
F
3
.1
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2.6	 CONCLUSIONS
1. The potential of FAST has been demonstrated by slicing
25 wafers/cm on a 10 cm diameter silicon ingot with
over 99% yield ( 222 out of a possible 224).
2. A high speed FAST slicer has been designed, fabricated
and tested.
3. Slicing of 10 cm x 10 cm silicon at 25 wafers/cm and
15 cm diameter workpiece at 19 wafers /cm has been
demonstrated.
4. Average slicing rates as high as 0.14 mm /min have
been shown during wafering of 10 cm diameter ingots.
5. Effective slicing with impregnated blades has been
demonstrated.
6. Three 10 cm diameter ingots have been sliced using
the same wirepack.
7. Plating procedures have been developed which do not
cause wire embrittlement. This has been carried out
by plating ductile nickel.
8. Hydrogen embrittlement problems with steel core wire
have been solved by baking wirepacks after plating.
9. Techniques have been developed to electroplate diamonds
only in the cutting edge of wires.
10. Electroforming techniques have been developed which
can electroplate diamonds in predetermined shape
and form.
	 -
11. During slicing of 10 cm diameter workpiece at 25 wafer/
cm the average size of wafers was 0.249 mm thick with a
kerf of 0.151 mm.
12. In large scale production it is expected that the add-on
cost of FAST slicing will be between $5.90 and $13.13
per square meter of silicon sheet.
II-58
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LOW-COST, HIGH-EFFICIENCY SILICON
BY HEAT EXCHANGF^h METHOD AND
FIXED ABRASIVE SLICING TECHNIQUE
C. P. Khattak and F. Schmid
Crystal Systems, Inc.
35 Congress Street
Salem,,MA, USA 01970
Summary
The Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) has been adapted for
growth of silicon crystals. Ingot cracking was the major
problem. It has been overcome with the development of a
silica crucible with a graded structure. Conditions for
vacuum processing have been established, This has eliminated
the use of the expensive high-purity argon. Solar cells
fabricated from HEM silicon have shown conversion efficiencies
of up to 15% (AMI). it has been demonstrated HEM produces
silicon at low costs without compromising the quality of the
material. It is the only technique which yields square
cross-section, single-crystal silicon. This al-lows high
solar-cell packing efficiency in arrays and thereby further
cost reductions.
A modified multi-blade slurry machine has been used to
establish the concept of multi-wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique (FAST). In this approach diamond is fixed on wires
and reciprocated to slice silicon. Twenty-"live ive wafers per
linear cm giving _a conversion. ratio of 1.08 square meters of
wafer per kilogram of ingot has been demonstrated. These
wafers do not exhibit edge chipping and have a surface damage
of 3-5 pm. A high-speed slicer has been designed and
fabricated for multi-wire FAST slicing. Workpieces of up
to 10 cm diameter have been sliced.
Projected economic analysis of HEM casting and FAST
slicing show an add-on cost of $10.62 per square meter of
wafer.
PREcEDNQ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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1. INTRODUCTION
The technical feasibility of photovoltaic technology has
been demonstrated for space applications. The main hindrance
to adaptation for terrestrial applications is the high cost of
photovoltaic arrays. One of the costly steps is conversion
of polycrystalline silicon to sheet farm, Impr,t ;taut criteria
to achieve cost reductions awe low-cost processing, high qual-
ity product, high throughput, and efficient material utiliza-
tion. The best quality silicon available in large quantity
for solar application is grown by the Czochralski method. How-
ever, to be cost effective it is necessary to demonstrate
m%%lticharge throughput (1), A low-cost directional solidifi-
cation technique, Heat Exchanger Method (HEM), has been used
for commercial production of 32 cm diameter, 50 kg sapphire
(2-5). This method has been adapted for growth of silicon
crystals (6,7). Solar cells fabricated from HEM silicon have
shown high conversion efficiencies, and large ingots will re-
sult in high throughput. Ir addition the shape of the ingot
is determined by the shape of the crucible. Square cross-
section crystals have been cast to achieve high packing
density of wafers in a solar array. Growth of large square
ingots by HEM satisfies the important criteria necessary for
meeting the cost reductions.
For any ingot technology to be cost effective it has to
be combined with an efficient slicing method. Kerf loss and
ingot utilization (kerf plus slice) are major considerations
in reducing silicon sheet cost. Internal diameter (ID) tech-
nology has been commercially utilized in the semiconductor
industry where the cost of silicon is only a small proportion
of the device. An economic analysis (1) of silicon slicing
R
_ has indicated that ingot utilization considerations limit the
cost reduction potential of ID technology. This _analysis has
also shown that expendable materials costs (slurry and blades)
m
dominate the wafering costs of multi-blade slurry (MBS) tech-
nique. A recent comparison (8) of the ID, MBS and multi-wire
"	 slurry (MWS) slicing techniques has shown that the lowest kerf
1II-4
r
widths are obtained with MWS slicing, However, the cost of
wire and sl=-y incrt:ases the expendable materials expenses
The multi-wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST) concept
uses fixed diamond abrasive on wire for slicing silicon, This
technique combines the economic advantages of ID, MBS and MWS
techniques, Expendable materials costs are low as in ID
slicing, capital equipment and labor costs are low as in MBS
slicing, and material utilization is high as in MWS. The
FAST approach has been demonstrated to produce 25 wafers/cm
on 4 cm x 4 cm cross-section workpiece and has now been ex-
tended to slicing 10 cm diameter silicon ingots.
2, HEAT EXCHANGER METHOD (HEM)
The HEM is a simple directional solidification technique
(2). A seed crystal is placed at the bottom of the crucible
which is seated on a high temperature heat exchanger. After
evacuation to 0,1 torr, heat is provided by the graphite
resistance furnace. The seed is prevented from melting by
forcing gaseous helium through the heat exchanger. HEM is,
theretore, the only directional solidification technique in
which there is independent control of the temperature grad-
ients in the solid and liquid with no moving parts. This
method is low in cap•,.tal equipment costs, labor, expendables,
and energy costs. These parameters determine the cost of
processing.
One of the major problems associated with solidification
of silicon in silica crucibles is cracking of the ingot (9).
Silicon forms a tenacious bond with silica at high tempera-
tures and the differential thermal expansion coefficients
result in cracking of the ingot during cooldown (6). This
problem was solved with the development of graded silica
crucibles (7,10). Figure 1 shows a 10 cm x 10 cm square
ingot and etched cross-section. It can be seen that
essentially the whole ingot is single crystal.
Early experiments in silicon solidification in HEM
showed that the meltstock was coated with silicon carbide
111-5
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when it was heated to
high temperatures. Ther-
modynamic calculations
showed that SiC formation
was associated with use
of graphite retainers in
contact with silica cru-
cibles in vacuum (11).
These reactions become
operative at the melt
point of silicon when the
pressure is reduced below
about 30 torn. Under
Figure 1. Square ingots produced by HFM	 these conditions the
solidified silicon ingots
were saturated with car-
bon. It was demonstrated that when molybdenum retainers were
used, p^ . , sting direct contact of graphite and silica in the
furnac' chamber, carbon levels in silicon were reduced by 50
percent.
Solar cells, 2 cm x 2 cm, from HEM silicon were fabrica-
ted by Spectrolab, Sylma, CA, using their standard production
process. Some of the cells were textured and back-surface-
field was applied to them. The ingots were sliced into 350 um
thick wafers and chemically polished to 225 um thickness.
Textured cells were thinned using a 30% NaOH solution, and
then texture etched in a lk% Na0H solution. After cleaning,
wafers were diffused in phosphine gas at 850°C yielding a
diffusion depth of about 0.4 tjm. Front and back contacts were
vacuum deposited Ti-Ag and AR coating was Ta 2 0 5 . The data for
one of the ingots, 3.2-3.7 Q-cm resistivity, are shown in
Table I and that for textured and BSF cells in Table II. It
is apparent that solar cells with up to 15% AM1 conversion
efficiency can be fabricated from HEM silicon. This is com-
parable to production cells from Czochralski silicon.
r
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TABLE I. DATA ON HEM SILICON SOLAR CELLS OF POOR QUALITY
AMO AMO AMO CFF AM1
# I Vocsc n n
(mA) (MV)
1 128 568 10.4 0.77 12:2
2 137 573 11.5 0.79 13.5
3 136 .572 11.3 0.79 13.3
4 134 569 11.0 0.78 13.0
5 136 573 11.5 0.80 13.5
6 133 567 10.8 0.77 12.7
7 133 .569 11.0 0.79 13.0
8 132 568 10.8 0.78 12.7
Control 140 612 12,4 0.78 14.5
TABLE II. DATA ON BSF AND TEXTURIZED
HEM SILICON SOLAR CELLS
AMO AMO AMO CFF AM1
# I Vocsc n. n
(mA) (mV)
1 148 583 12.2 0.77 14.2
2 156 591 12.8 0,75 15.0
3 156 587 11.6 0.69 13.5
4 156 587 12.5 0.74 14.6
5 157 591 12.4 0.72 14.5
6 148 577 11.5 0.73 13.4
7 149 583 12.0 0.75 14.0
3. FIXED ABRASIVE SLICING TECHNIQUE (FAST)
The concept of FAST was demonstrated using a modified
Varian 686 MBS slicer (10). The necessity of grooved, guide
rollers on both sides of the workpiece and the desirability
to keep the kerf length uniform during experimental slicing
limited the workniece size to 4 cm x 4 cm cross-section.
ORIGINAL rA f, T. !S
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Tungsten or high strength steel wire, 125 um diameter, was
used. Diamonds were fixed onto the wire by electroplating
with nickel or by impregnation into a copper sheath on the
wire. It was found that the impregnated wires suffered dia-
mond pull-out; however, their life was extended by nickel
plating after impregnation. Kerf losses were reduced by
fixi.ig diamonds only in the cutting edge. Twenty-five wafers
per : •m were sliced with 90-100% yields at a feed force of 35
gms per wire and surface speed 30 meters per min. Some of the
salient features demonstrated in this program were slicing of
thin wafers, 100 j,m thickness, and kerf widths as low as
160 um. The wafers sliced with FAST did not exhibit edge
chipping. Tapered sections were examined by optical micro-
scopy for surface damage. A typical micrograph of a (111)
silicon wafer with a 5.8 0 tapered section is shown in Figure 2.
1000 X Tapered Section (Dimension 10)q	 Near the surface
1~ m
25-3.0
	
etch pits were piled
-	
l	 icron 
up and their extent
was less than 5 um.
The mcdified
MAS slicer has a
,1%
massive 1. n
 Kgsi
' ,^.-.	 + ^Q	 bladehPad that can-
not be reciprocated
rapidly to achieve
^► 	 surface speeds
necessary for ef-
ficient slicing with
diamond abrasive.
.^^	 A high surface Speed
' %r	 slicer was designed
and fabricated for
FAST slicing (Fig-
' 	 ure 3). Essential
(111) Silicon Etched
	 Ni	 features of this
Figure 2. Optical micrograph (1000X) of a tapered machine are light-
section on a wafer. The dimensign is 	 weight bladeheadmagnified 1OX because of the 5.8 wedge. 	 g
T hs e 3 imaximum extent of surface damage 	 longer stroke,
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sensitive feed mechanism, counterbalanced drive, crystal	 9
ro:king assembly and vibration isolation of the drive unit 	 Y
(12). Initial slicing of a 10 cm diameter workpiece at
65 meters per minute surface speed gave 97% wafer yield and
average slicing rates of abouL 60 lam/minute. This demon-
strated that higher surface speeds increased the cutting
effectiveness and cutting rate.
rip,
or	 ..	 .. i
t-igW - u 3. View of tic	 high npucd dicer for FAST after slicing
a 10 cm dimeter silicon ingot.
4. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Both HEM and FAST are low-cost processes which do not
compromise quality of the product produced. The essential
features have been demonstrated and scale-up is necessary.
It is intended to cast 30 cm cube ingots by HEM. These
ingots will be sectioned into nine 30 cm x 10 cm -^ 10 cm bars
which will be sliced using FAST into 10 cm x 10 cm wafers.
Using the SAMICS approach (13) the cost of converting poly-
crystalline silicon into sheet form will be $10.62 per square
meter (14), in 1975 dollars.
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SILICON SLICING BY FIXED ABRASIVE SLICING TECHNIQUE
F. Schmid and C. P. Khattak
Crystal Systems,, Inc.
35 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970
One of the major cost factors in silicon ingot tech.
nology adaptation for terrestial photovoltaic application
is in slicing boules into wafers. The most developed in-
dustrial practice is the Internal Diameter (ID) slicing.
This method utilizes diamond cutting. The diamond stands
up for long periods, hence, the cost of expendable mater-
ials is low. However, the ID technology aspractised to-
day has poor material utilization. The Multiblode Slurry
(MBS) method has low equipment and labor coats but its ex.
pendable material costs are high. Recently Multiwire
Slurry (MWS) technology has shown very good material util-
ization, but its expendable material costs are even higher
than MBS,' The multi -wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique
(FAST), still in advanced development stage, combines the
low expendable material costs of ID method, the low labor
and equipment costs of MBS and high material utilization
of MWS.
FAST approach utilizes fixed diamond on wire for
slicing. A multi-wire bladepack is tensioned in a blade-
head and reciprocated over the workpiece. This concept
was demonstrated for silicon slicing by modifying a com-
mercially available MBS machine. Having established the
concept various parameters were studied for effective
slicing. Based upon this experience it was felt that some
of the salient features of a FAST slicer are rocking of
the workpiece and high speeds of reciprocation of the
bladehead. Rocking of the workpiece minimizes the contact
length between the blades and the workpiece, thereby
transmitting higher effective pressures. Diamond cuts
effectively at high speed as it is in a dragging mode at
low speeds. High reciprocation speeds can be achieved by
using a lightweight bladchead. A higher, speed slicer
using these concepts was designed and fabricated.
The ;key to any slicing is in the blade, hence blade
development was pursued. Electropla ted and impregnated
diamond wires were used. Technology was developed to
impregnate diamonds only in the cutting edge to reduce
kerf and cost of diamonds. These wires also gave better
accuracy and reduced wander.
The combination of machine development and blade de-,
velopment has resulted in slicing twenty-five wafers
170
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per cm yielding over one square meter of wafer per kilo-
gram of silicon ingot. It has been shown that slices as
thin as 100 um can be sliced and kerf can be reduced to
as low as 160 um,
Tapered sections prepared on FAST sliced silicon
wafers have shown that there is pile-up of dislocations
and microfissures near the surface. The extent of the
surface damage incorporated in the wafers is 3-5 um which
is lower than that obtained by any other slicing tech-
nique.
This paper presents results of research performed for the
Low-Cost Solar Array Project, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy through an interagency agreement with
k	 NASA.
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SILICON CRYSTAL GROWTH IN VACUUM
C. P. Khattak and F, Schmid
Crystal Systems, Inc.
35 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970
The most developed process for silicon crystal
1T wth is the Czochralski (CZ) method which has been in
production for over two decades, In an effort to reduce
cost of singlecrystal silicon for photovoltaic applica-
tions, a directional solidification technique, Heat Ex
changer Method (HEM), was adapted. Materials used in HEM
and CZ furnaces are quite similar (heaters, crucibles, in•
sulation, etc.) To eliminate the cost of high purity
argon, it was intended to use vacuum operation in HEM.
Two of the major problems encountered in vacuum processinf
of silicon are crucible decomposition and silicon carbide
G	 formation in the melt,
Crucible decomposition results from the reaction of
r
	
	 silicon with the silica crucible to form gaseous silicon
monoxide (Si + SiO 2 y SiO). This reaction proceeds to the
right under vacuum operation. Under 0.1 torr pressure,
typical vacuum for HEM furnace, the crucible would be de.
composed. However, turbulence is eliminated in a static
system such as HEM with no movement of crucible, heat zonf
r	 or crystal. Convection is also minimized by stabilizing
temperature gradients, i.e., growth from the bottom of	 Y^
crucible upwards. The SiO formed is, therefore, not re- 	 c
moved readily from the reaction interface. Silicon
crystals have been grown in silica crucibles under 0.1
torr pressure by the HEM with minimum crucible decomposi-
tion.
Thermodynamic analysis of various reactions has shown
that carbon monoxide is - formed ns a result of contact of
silica crucible and graphite retainers. These reactions
are pressure sensitive and become operative below 30 torr
The carbon monoxide thus formed would react with silicon to
form silicon carbide, Experimentally it has been seen
i	 that when graphite retainers were in contact with silica
crucibles, silicon carbide was observed on the surface
of the melt and the cast ingot, Infra - red measurements
showed that the silicon was saturated with carbon. When
the graphite retainers were replaced with molybdenum no
silicon carbide was observed on the surface of melt and
cast ingots. The carbon levels in silicon were reduced
r	 by about 50%.
f
=	 Silicon carbide impurit ies have detrimental
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electrical effects for solar cell applications. In the
CZ approach high carbon levels result in breakdown of
crystallinity, This is rrontroAistinct in the HEM where
single crystal).iniy h p nr been maintained even when silicon
was saturated with carbon. It is postulated that silicon
carbide floats to the surface of malt and does not im-
pinge on the growing solid-liquid interface.
So far it has not been possible to process silicon
In vacuum by Cg method because of crucible decomposition
and silicon carbide impurities formation. It has been
shown via HEM that both of these problems can be solved,
The vacuum operation eliminates the use of high purity
argon blanket, improves thermal symmetry and reduces con-
vective currents, It has been seen that the silicon cast
in vacuum by HEM has a lower oxygen content than that
cast from CZ,
This paper presents results of research performed for the
Low-cost Solar Array Project, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California institute,of Technology, sponsored by the U.S,
]Department of Energy through an interagency agreement with
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LOW-COST CONVERSION OF POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON
INTO SHEET BY HEM AND FAST'S
0, V. Khattak and F, Schmid
Crystal Systems, Inc.
Salem, MA 01970
I.
A
ABSTRACT
The combination of Heat Exchanger Method
(HEM) and multi-wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique (FAST) offers one of the lowest cost
processes for conversion of po,Sytrystalline
silicon into sheet farm--$14,87 per square meter
add -on cost, The product is rectangular cross-
section, single crystal wafer with low surface
damage. Cubic crystals of 20 cm size weighing
up to 16.3 kg have been solidified by HEM. Some
of the significant developments in the HEN
process were development of a graded crucible
to prevent ingot erseking, vacuum processing to
reduce argon costs and improved heat extraction
through a hole in the bottom of the crucible.
Slicing of 10 cm diameter silicon by FAST has
shown high throughput, long wire blade life and
reduced kerf. Both HEM and FAST have advanced
from a laboratory stage towards optimization
prior to commercialization.
INTRODUCTION
The main hindrance to adaptation of photo-
voltaic technology for terrestrial applications
Is the high cost of solar arrays. one of the
costly steps is conversion of polycrystalline
silicon to sheet form. To achieve significant
cost reductions it is necessary to produce
sheet at high throughput with low expendable
materials cost and low processing costs. In
addition, the sheet must produce a high power
density, i.e., high conversion and packing effi-
ciency. The last feature is especially impor-
tant as it reduces the cost of subseqpaht steps.
Two new technologies, the Heat Exchanger Method
(100) and multi-wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique (FAST), have been adapted to produce
silicon sheet for photovoltaic applications
(i-3). All essential features have been
*This paper presents results of research per
formed for the Low-Cost Solar Array Project,
Jet p ropulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology, sponsored by the U. S. Depart-
ment of F,nergy through an interapuncy ngreement
with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administr.atton.
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demonstrated and presently the emphasis is on
scaleup,
The Heat Exchanger Method (HEM), a direc-
tional solidification technique, is the only
directional solidification technique which pro-
duces square cross-section, single-crystal
silicon. Solar cells fabricated from HEM
silicon have shown conversion efficiencies up
to 15% (AM1), comparable in performance to pro-
duction cells from Czochralski silicon (3). Al-
though HEM is a low-cost process, the quality of
silicon for solar cell applicationis not com-
promised. In addition, the square cross-
section of the ingots will give a higher packing
density of wafers in the array. Easy scaleup
In size of ingots by HEM accounts for high
throughput of the process. Silicon ingots of
20 cm cube, 16.3 kg, have been solidified with
over 85% single crystallinity.
The multi-wire Fixed Abrasive Slicing
Technique (FAST) uses diamond as a fixed
abrasive on wire to slice silicon ingots (4).
The attractive features of this method are low
equipment, labor and expendable materials costs,
and high material utilization. It was necessary
to design and fabricate a new machine for slicing
with wire. The reciprocating, high-speed slicer
has been used to slice 19 wafers per cm from
10 cm diameter crystals.
Impregnated and electroplated wires have
been developed for slicing silicon. Diamond
pull-out is the main limitation on cutting life
of the wires. Improvements in plating the wire
and diamond have prolonged the life of wires,
The combination of HEM and FAST technologies
offers one of the lowest add-on costs of conver-
ting polycrystalline silicon into sheet without
compromising the quality of the product. t,, pro-
jected add-on cost of $14.87 per square meter(1980 dollars) has been calculated to meet 1986
DOE goal of less than $0.70 per watt (5).
Heat Exchanger Method (HEM)
A schematic of a HEM furna.e is shown in
Figure 1._ A .weed crystal is centered at the
bottom of a silica crucible placed on a high
temperature heat exchanger. After loading the
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crucible rests.
In vacuum processing of silicon It is
essential to prevent direct contact of graphite
and silica, otherwise it would lead to formation
of silicon carbide impurities (7). A molybdenum
retainer fabricated from sheet is used to support
the crucible. The reuse of this retainer further
reduces the expendable materials costs. The
gettering property of molybdenum combined with
vacuum processing has shown that HEM silicon has
lower oxygen content than Czochralskl silicon
(8).
The REM process relies on extraction of
heat through the crucible by the heat wechanger.
The increased flow of helium to promote growth
of the crystal reduces the temperature of the
heat exchanger. The thermal properties of silica
are such that as the temperature is decreased,
it becomes more insulating (9), thereby hindering
the extraction of heat. A hole is cut in the
bottom of the crucible through which a graphite
piece in inserted. Heat extraction is, therefore,
through the graphite rather than silica. The
large differences in conductivities of silica and
graphite ensure that heat extraction from the
n.elt is through the seed-graphite to the heat ex-
changer, thereby promoting single crystallinity.
The minimal direct contact of silica crucible
with gtapt.tte and direct contact of silicon seed
and graphite insert form silicon carbide (7) in a
localized area, which seals the point and pre-
vent- melt penetration.
F'igu^e 1.
	
A schematic of an HEM furnace
crucible with polycrystalline silicon the fur-
nace is evacuated to 0.1 torr and heat is pro-
vided by the graphite resistance heater. The
seed is prevented from melting by forcing gaseous
helium through the heat exchanger. The gradients
in the solid are, therefore, controlled by the
flow of helium, wnile those in the liquid are
determined by the furnace temperature. Indepen-
dent control of these gradients without the
movement of crystal, crucible or heat zone is an
important feature of HEM. A well-insulated
furnace reduces the energy costa and vacuum
processing eliminates expensive Ligh -purity
argon costs. The simplicity of equipment, low
labor, exper:dable material and energy costs,
therefore, make HEM a very low-cost process.
A slip-cast, high-purity silica crucible of
square cross-section is heat-tr^ated to develop
a graded structure. Tho inside surface is high
density to prevent melt penetration, whereas the
outside surface is low-densit y to cause delamina-
tion of the crucible during the cool-down cycle
in order to prevent cracking of the grown ingot
(6). The crucible is, therefore, fir,,d to high
density during the heat-up cycle. An expensive
step of vacuum heating the crucible to glass
formation temperature prior to crystal growth Is
eliminated, thereby achieving cost reductions in
The growth of 10 cm cube ingots by HEM has
been reported earlier (3). During the scale-up
phase 15 cm cube, d kg, and 20 cm cube, 16.3 kg
Ingots were solidified. Figures 2 and 3 show the
ii.gots and typical single crystallinity. It can
be Teen that over 85% single :rystallinity has
been achieved. Even in areas where breakdown has
occurred, very large, orientated grain; have been
formed. Solar cells formed from these areas
did not -how dIorerioration in	 erf ­m.in^. (1()).
Figure 2. Polished and etched section of a 15 cm
cube ingot showing single ervstallinity
485
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Figure 3. A 20 cm cute ingot along with an
etched section of a 20 cm x :0 cm
square cross-section silicon boule
Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST)
The multi-wire FAST technology combines the
low expendable material cost feature of ID tech-
nol-igy, low equipment and labor costs of multi-
blade slurry (MBS) and high material utilization
of multi-wire slurry (MWS) process. FAST has the
potential of adding lowest processing costs of
all slicing processes; however, it is a new tech-
nology. Besides development of the technique
efforts have to he made in the area of associated
process and equipment such as slicing machine,
wire blade development, etc. For example, based
upon work with a modified MBS a high speed FAST
slicer was designed, fabricated and tested (3).
The essential feature of this slicer was that it
had a light-weight reciprocating bladehead which
allowed high surface speeds, 65 meters per mir e
compared
	
to 30 meters per min. for the modified
MBS slicer. In order ro study the effect of
high surface speeds, another light-weight blade-
head was ia::talled which allowed surface speeds
of up to 130 meters per minute. Figure 4 shows
a plot of the depth of cut as a function of time
for 10 cm diameter silicon ingots sliced at two
different surtace speeds. A comparison of data
from Tests A and C shows that by doubling the
surtace speed the average slicing rate increased
from 59 ;.m/min to 145 um/min, a factor of 2.45.
Test 8 was carried out using the same wirepack
as Test A for a second slicing life test. The
average slicing rate for Test B was 112 um/min,
a slight decrease showing deterioration of the
wire blades.
An interesting feature of the plots shows
that except near the start and finish of the
slicing tests, the slicing is quite linear with
time even though the kerf length is changing
appreciably. This shows that with rocking of the
workpiece the effect of changing kerf length is
minimized.
An important requirement of FAST is that the
wires in a wirepack have uniform diamond concen-
tration and tension and are equally spaced. Two
types of wires have been developed for FAST
slicinK, viz. electroplated and impregnated wires.
In the electroplated wires a high strength core
wire is plated in an alectro-nickel plating bath
where diamonds are in suspension. Daring the
plating operation a very high concentration of
diamonds are entrapped onto the wires. Figure 5
shows a :EM examination of such a wire. The
problem encountered with these wires was the non-
uniform thickness of nickel at different positions
in the wirepack. Maximum nickel buildup was
found at the ends of the wirepack with minimum
plating at the center. This problem was corrected
by altering the placement of anodes in the plating
bath. Figure 6 shows the slicing test carried
out using the same electroplated wirepack. The
diamond size used was 30 Wm and the surf.vice speed
of the FAST slicer was 104 meters per m,nute.
The average slicing rate for tests 1, 2 rand 3
were 110, 105 and 95 um/min respectively.
Test No Av Slicing Rite Surface Speed
ymimtn mini n .
• A 145 130
it
	 B 122 130
0C 59 65	 ^•^
V
V
0 / o 0a •
1
rt' '
0	 ? J	 b "o  d
Stony time. hours
Figure 4. A plot of depth of cut with time
during slicing of 10 cm diameter
silicon crystal at different surface
speeds
In the impregnated wires diamonds are im-
pregnated into a soft copper sheath on high
strength core wires. Techniques have been de-
veloped so that diamonds are impregnated into the
bottom, cutting edge of the wires only. Diamonds
are fixed into the wires of a wirepack in an im-
pregnation unit. Aside from reducing the dia-
mond costs the feature of diamonds in the bottom
only reduces kerf and adds to the accuracy of
slicing. Kerf is reduced because the amount of
circumference of the wire impregnated with
diamonds is controlled vo that the wire clears
the workoiece. The diamonds on the sides of the
wires do not aid the slicin g ; however, thev add
to the kerf. The absence of diamonds on the top
of the wires seats them well into the grooves
of the guide rollers, thereby adding to the
to
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accurac y of the slicing. Under such circum-
stances the degradation of the rollers is also
ru4uced.
Figure S.	 Si.a examination of an electroplated
vice showing high diamond concentra-
tion
10
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Figure 6. Slicing test of 10 cm diameter
silicon Ingots using the same
electrop:ater: wlrepack
The multi-wire FAST method has shown high
throughput, l ,,ng wire life, low kerf and low
expendable material cost featu "s. 	 In addition,
it has shown high accuracy of slicing and low
surtace damage in the sliced wafers. FAST is
a new technology and is now in an optimization
and scale-up stage.
Economic Analysis
Both the HEM and FAST technologies are low-
cost processes and togother the y have potential
of giving one of the lowest add-on costs of con-
verting polycrystalllne silicon into sheet form.
The wafers produced are square 10 cm x lU cm
cross-section with minimum surface damage. The
projected add-on costs for HEM and FAST are
$6.24 and $6.48 per square meter of sheet (1980
dollars) respectively with the combination yield-
ing $14.87 per square meter (5). The additional
step of sectioning large HEM ingots into 10 cm x
10 cm bars for FAST slicing `ias also been incor-
pl,rd.. •d in the cost analysis.	 Variation of
slicing parameters such as s.icing rate does not
show significant cost Impacts.
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ABSTRACT
A main source of high carbon levels In silicon crystals grown from melt
under reduced pressures and contained in silica crucibles supported by graph-
ite retainer/susceptor has been identified by thermodynamic analysis, The
calculations have been verified by experimental results and the carbon level
can be reduced by approximately 507o with the use of molybdenum retainers,
The heat exchanger method (HEM) developed to 3C + S102 -► SIC + 2CO	 [4]
grow large sapphire crystals (1-3) has been extended
to the growth of silicon crystals (4). In this method In addition to the reactions forming SIC two additionalf the seed is placed at the bottom of the crucible and the reactions were considered
temperature in the melt increases upwards. This sup- C }- S10 2	SIO { CO
	 [5]
presses convection that causes temperature and con-
centration fluctuations at the solid-llquid interface (5). C •i- 2S102 -> 2SiO + CO2	[6]
Early experiments indicated that SIC particles were
4 found in crystals solidified by the HEM (6). However, Using the data in Table I, reactions [1]-[6] 	 have
even with the presence of SIC particles, large grains Positive free energy changes at atmospheric pressure
r have been grown with limited Interface breakdown and in the temperature range 1600 0 -1750 0 K (Table II)
during solidification. This observation was contradis- with those reactions that Produce CO2 tending to be
t tinct to	 Czochralski	 (CZ)	 growth	 where interface more positive. The least positive free energies at at-
breakdown due to SIC is followed by twin/polycrystal- mospheric pressure are given by Eq. [4] and [5]. For
line growth (7), reaction [5] the standard free energy of formation,
The basic elements of the HEM and the CZ growth AG O , using data in Table I, is
furnaces and the processes are quite similar (heaters, AGO = 162900.- 81T
crucibles,
	 insulation,
	 etc,).	 A silica	 crucible	 loaded
in Alsowith the charge and set 	 a graphite retainer is placed AG = AG O + R'1' In KIn the furnace, The chamber is evacuated, and after
i melting the charge crystal growth is achieved. In the where R is the gas constant, T is temperature in de-HEM prn-ess, the chamber is typically evacuated dur- grees Kelvin, and K is the equilibrium constant for
ing growth to 0,1 Torr. For CZ growth an argon the reaction, Since equimolar ratios of SiO and CO
s blanket is used and the chamber pressure can vary are formed, their partial pressures are
from 10 Torr to 1 atm (8). In early experiments with pslo =
	
='/a pHEM growth it was quite surprising that high carbon pco
concentrations were found in the silicon ingots. The where p is the total pressure, Under equilibrium con-purpose of this paper is to explain the origin of this ditions, AG = 0, hence
carbon concentration and to present thermodynamic
„ and experimental results that support the conclusions, log p (atm) = 9,15 — 1,78 X 104/T
Reactions between Graphite and Silica
or
log p (Torr) = 12.03 — 1,78 X 104/T
Silicon, oxygen, and carbon are used in the HEM in
the form of silicon melt stork, silica crucibles and These equations are used to plot the curve	 (line)
graphite furnace parts, and retainers. A thermody- along with AG = 0, i,e., C -l- SiO2 is in equilibrium
namic evaluation has considered possible reactions be- v3 th SiO	 CO. The line separates the range of T, p
tween these three reactants and the salient reactions space in which C } 5102 has a lower free energy than
are reported.
r'
4	 _ -
Carbon has bean observed in silicon crystals as sili-
con carbide, Silicon melt stock and graphite parts are Table L Standard free energy of formation, AG O , in the temperature
t	 _ not in direct contact; therefore, the following reactions
°°Krange 1300-1800(Source; Monlubs-NPL Data Bank)
between graphite and silica crucible were studied
2C -l- SiO2-► SIC -i- CO2	 [1]
AG*Compound'
	 (cal/mol)
3C -l- 3SiO2-> SIC + 2CO2 + 2SiO
	 [21 Sic (solid)	 -18200 + 3T
s 4C + 2Si02 -> SIC + 3CO -1- SiO	 [3] CO (gas)	 -28300 - 20TCog (gas	 - 94700
• Electrochemical Society Active Member.
Slog (solid)
	 —218300 + 43T
Slo (gas)	 — 27100 — 18T
'Present address: Virginia Semiconductor, Incorporated, Frede.
#
ricksburg, Virginia 22401.
Key words: carbon, thermodynamics, transport, pressure. • Note: T = •K.
k 5:
100
¢ 10
CC
0
0
in
LL
	 1O
W
a. 0.1
0.01
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Toble 11, Standard free energy change for various reactions as a
function of temperature ORMI AL PAGE f-
ALITY
,10 (calories)
Reaction 10001K 1050% 1700% 1750%
11) 2C + S10t -+ SIC + CO2 41,400 39,400 37,400 35,400
121 3C + 3S10t-+ SIC + 2COt + 2SIO 133,900 125,000 117,700 109,600I31 4C + Mot-+'SIC + 3CO + SIO 40,800 40,750 32,700 24,650(4) 3C + SIO," SIC + 2CO 15,500 11,500 7,500 3,500
l8I C. + Slot .+ SIO + CO 33,300 20,250 25,200 21,150
16 C + 2SIO9 -+ 2510 + CO; 92,500 86,400 80,300 74,200
do 2C + S10-+ SIC + CO -17,800 -17,750 -17,700 -17,650(111 3C + 2510 -+ 2SIC + COt -9,700 -7,000 -5,500 -3,400(121 C + S10 -+ SI + CO -4,400 -4,500 -4,600 -4,700
r
SIO + CO from a second range of T, p space where
SIO + CO has a lower free energy than C + SIO2,
These ranges and the aG = 0 equilibrium curve (line)
are marked In rig. 1. Similar data for Eq, [4], also
plotted in rig. 1, show that SIC may be formed by the
reaction of carbon and silica, but do not explain how
SIC is transported across the crucible wall Into the
silicon, This leads to the conclusion that SIC Is formed
by reaction of a gaseous reaction product.
It should be noted that in the HEM furnace the sys-
tem pressure is measured about 6 in, outside the hot
zone. Even though it may not represent the exact pres-
sure in the hot zone, it is a good Indication of the op-
erating pressures in the hot zone.
Reactions Involving Reaction Products
In the above analysis it was found that the reaction
between the materials in the HEM furnace did not
explain the formation of silicon carbide, Further the
reactions that produce CO2
 have a higher free energy
than those Involving CO. Examination of the reaction
C + CO2 -> 2CO
	 [7]
shows that it proceeds strongly to the right at 1700°K
and pressures near 1 Torr (i,e,, 10-3 atm). Thus CO
will be the dominant reactant, This conclusion would
1736aK	 1685°K = SI M.P.
1	
♦♦
C+S102= SIO+CO ;
	 3C+Si02STABLE
♦; 	 SIC+CO
♦ 	 STABLE
♦
2	
^
SSS,
S 	 ♦
SIO+CO
STABLE
C+SIOSTABLE
WORKING
RANGE
3C+SIOZ SIC+2CO
4	 5	 6	 7	 a
(16?K)
be further emphasized If graphite were to react with
oxygen In place of CO 2 In Eq. [7],
Another vapor species expected in the ITEM furnace
Is SIO, This is formed by the reaction of molten sili-
con with the silica crucible (9, 10)
S1 + Si0 2 -> 2SiO	 [8]
The equilibrium vapor pressure of gaseous S(0 as a
function of temperature for this reaction Is plotted In
Fig. 2.
The reaction Involving the two dominant vapor
species, CO and SiO, has been examined
	
CO + 3SiO -> SIC + 2SIO 2
	[9]
and the results plotted as a function of pressure and
temperature in Fig. 3, It can be seen that under the
operating experimental conditions, this reaction does
not proceed to the right.
Examination of the following reactions between
graphite and SiO show that in two cases SIC Is formed
2C + SiO -> SIC + CO	 [10]
	
3C + 2SIO -> 2SIC d- CO2	[11]
C+SIO->sI+CO	 [12]
The free energy of these reactions at atmospheric
173eK	 1806°K = SI m,p.
2SIO
	 SI+8102STABLE	
STABLE
s^
WORKING
RANGE
4	 6	 6	 7	 8
(16`["K)
100
E 10M
t
WMM
1
Wa:a.
F-
^ 0,1
0.01
Fig, 1. Calculated pressure-temperature relations for reaction of	 Fig. 2. Equilibrium vapor pressure of gaseous Si0 as a function
graphite and silica to form silicon carbide, silicon monoxide, and
	
of temperature for the reaction Si (condensed) + S102 (condensed)
carbon monoxide. 	 -> 2Si0 (gas).
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:vt. .
T ('K) x - Polo/Pt %n  CO % S10
1550 0,935 5.5 93,5
1587 0,9211 7,2 92,8
1700 0,925 7.5 92.5
1750 0,915 815 91,5
Pt P310 t Poo.
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Fig, 3, Equilibrium total pressure of CO and SIO as a function of
	
Fig. 4, Equilibrium pressure of CO as a function of temperature
temperature for the reaction CO + 3SiO --^ SiC + 2SIO2	for the reaction 2CO + 3Si -> 2SiC + SiO2,
pressure is negative (Table II), This will result in
coating of the furnace parts with SIC, yet no contami-
nation of the silicon,
The following reactions involving CO and Si were
studied
Si + CO-4 SIC + %02	 [13]
3Si + 2CO -r 2SiC + S10 2	[14]
2Si + CO -> SIC + SiO	 [15]
Reaction [I3] y0l.du a positive free energy at atmo-
spheric pressure, Cortidoring the pressure and tem-
perature dependence of this reaction, the reactants
will be stable in the experimental operating condi-
tions (10). The stability range of reaction [14] shows
that the reactants are stable (Fig. 4). The standard
free energy of reaction [15], AG", using data in Table
I can be represented by Eq. [16] where T = °K
AG* = —17,000+ 5T (calories) [16]
This reaction proceeds to the right at 1700°K. The
free energy of the reaction, AG, utilizing the usual free
energy relationship, can be calculated from
AG oG" + RT In K [17]
Assuming unit activity in the condensed phase and
psio, pco (the partial pressures of SiO, and CO re-
spectively), Eq. [17] can be written as
AG = —17,000 + 5T + 1.987T In ( pslo/pco) [1.8]
If the equilibrium fraction of SiO can be represented
by x, then
X =exp 17,000 — 5T 
\ /
`	 J1,967T
C 1 + exp (/ 17,000- 5T }	 [19]
The corresponding fractions of the vapor species atvapor 
different temperatures are shown in Table III. There-
fore, a major source of silicon carbide formation in
silicon can come from reaction [15], The vapor pres-
sure of carbon over graphite is less than 10-11 Torr at
the melting point of silicon and can, therefore, be
ignored. The formation of CO, besides a vacuum leak
and reaction of absorbed gases on graphite parts, is
from reactions [4] and [5]. This appears to be the
most likely source for transport of C to the silicon,
Reactions [1]-[15] and Table I cover 9 of the 12 re-
actions cited by Coldwell (11), The three remaining
reactions discussed in Coldwell's paper and ignored
here deal with the reduction of SiO2 and/or SiO by
carbon to form silicon. These reactions are unlikely in
the T, p range under consideration here, The present
analysis Is concerned with a wide range of pressure in
contrast to Coldwell's discussion which is confined to
1 atm conditions,
Experimental Verification
The above thermodynamic analysis indicates that
SIC in HEM grown silicon is attributable to the reac-
tion of CO and Si, A major source of CO is from reac-
tions [4] and [5], interaction of silica crucible with
graphite retainer, This was verified indirectly by ex-
periment. A graphite piece was sandwiched between
two pieces of single crystal silicon with polycrystalline
silicon around them, The furnace was heated close to
the melting point of silicon and cooled, It was found
that a silicon carbide layer was formed in areas where
the graphite was in contact with the silicon crystals and
also a light layer was found in the immediate vicinity.
The pieces far removed from the graphite piece
Table III. Equilibrium fraction of CO and SiO of various
temperatures in reaction [15]
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s ed no evidence of SiC. In this experiment the
gi aphite piece was not in contact with silica. heiwe
reactions 141 and (5) were suppressed. In another
run when the charge was heated in a silica crucible
held in a giaphite retainer and cooled, the entire melt
stock was coated with SiC.
Experimental evidence of SiC formed in ITEM grown
silicon is shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Silicon carbide has
accumulated at the solid 114uid interface. The sample
has been etched with CP-4. The groove represents a
boundury where spontaneous nucleation and freezing
from the top of the 114uid has met the advancing in-
terface solidifying from the bottom towards the top. In
this growth a graphite retainer was used and the oper-
ating prebbure was 0.1 Torr. The Drecipitates were
identified by x-ray dispersive analysis. Infrared mea-
surements indicated a concentration of carbon in the
(3.5-4.1) x 10 17 atoms/cm' range which is close to the
solid solubility limit near the melting poirt of silicon
(12). The entire top surface of the solidified ingot was
covered with SiC. A similar experiment carried out
with a molybdenum retainer indicated a carbon con-
centration of (1.5-3.1) X 1 017 atorns/cm' for twelve
samples. The top surface of the ingot was clean and
shiny with no evidence of the SiC layers. The replace-
ment „f vraphite ret,utn-r witi, !I,- 1ybdenum i- ,,Itfd
Ain
Fig. S Optical photograph (120X) showing 	 freeze line de
scribed in text.
Fig 6 SEM photograph (340 ., ) illustrates details of dcndr,te
growth Energy dispersive analysis of o single dendrite showed it to
be SiC.
in lower carbon levels in silicon. This eliminated the
contact of graphite with the silica crucible As far as
reactions involving O i, If, and water absorption in
graphite, they will not be changed r ► gniftc•antly be-
cause the HEM is carried out in a resistance heated
furnace which hub all graphite parts (e.p., heater,
liner, tribulation, etc ).
Conclusions
Evidence of high Lai lion levels in HEM grown
silicon have led to a proposed mechanism for the
cause of silicon carbide formation. It is associated with
the use of graphite retainers to contact with silica
crucibles under reduced pressures. High carton levels
in silicon have been reported to cause breakdown in
crystallinity in CZ (7, 13) as well as in ribbon giuwth
(14). The electrical effects of SiC inclusions have been
detrimental in solar cell devices (15)• The origin of
high carbon levels in silicon processed in vacuum is
because of reactions between silica crucibles and
graphite retainers, if the graphite retainers are re-
placed by molybdenum. these reactions do not take
place, and thereby the carbon levels in the silicon can
be considerably ieducerl.
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ABSTRACT
Commercially available metallurgical grade
(MG) silicon has high B and P content which cannot
be reduced significantly by directional solidifi-
cation. It has been demonstrated that by choosing
high purity raw materials for an experimental Sub-
merged Electrode Are Furnace, most of the impuri-
ties can be reduced to 10 ppmw each, except for Al
F
	
	
and Fe (60-100 ppmw). The B and P content of this
upgraded metallurgical grade (UMG) silicon was 3
x
	
	
ppmw. Directional solidification of UMG silicon by
the Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) has produced 16 em
x 16 cm cross-section ingots with nearly .single
crystal structure. This is believed to be the
r	 first time a single-crystal structure has been
achieved after a single directional solidification
p
	
	
of arc-furnace silicon. The main problem encoun
-tered during directional solidification was SiC im-
purities dispersed through the structure; their
amount was reduced by in situ shagging. Solar
cells fabricated from UMG silicon that was direc-
tionally solidified twice by HEM have shown up to
3 12, 3376 (AMI) conversion efficiency,
Introduction
The feasibility of photovoltaic technology has been
demonstrated for space applications. For terrestrial use,
however, the high cost of modules is a major deterrent to
commercialization of photovoltaics. In present-day photo -
voltaic modules, the cost of the crystalline silicon start-
ing w a fer represents at least one-half of the finished
-_
	
	
module: cost. In spite of extensive efforts to develop
alternative materials, it appears that for at least five,
years crystalline silicon will be the major photovoltaics
material. To make photovoltaics competitive as a source of
energy, the cost of crystalline silicon material must be
ry	 greatly reduced.
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Lowering the cost: of silicon material has to be achie-
ved without ignificantly reducing the potential of the ma-
terial for production of high efficiency solar cells. Cur-
rently available solar panels employ solar cells made from
single crystals grown using expensive, semiconductor-grade
silicon meltstock. In the preparation of semiconductor-
grade silicon, the starting point is typically metallurgical:
silicon, a material produced in quantity for the aluminum
and steel industry. This starting material, available at
purity levels of 98 to 997o, sells for approximately $1.20
per kg, Costs rise rapidly, however, as the metallurgical
silicon is converted first into a halide, then distilled,
and finally reduced to semiconductor-grade, polycrystalline
silicon in a so-called Siemens process. The resulting pro-
duct sells for $50 to $75 per kg in today's market. More-
over, the process employed in the preparation of semiconduc-
tor-grade polysilicon is energy intensive.
Calculations based upon directional solidification of
metallurgical silicon have shown that most impurities are
reduced to ppb range.	 Boron and P are not significantly re-
; ducted because of near unity segregation coefficients. 	 It
has been demonstrated that use of high- purity raw materials
in an experimental Submerged Electrode Are furnace (formerly
referred to as Direct Arc Reactor, DAR) produced silicon
with metallic impurities of less than 10 ppmw each, except
for Al and Fe (50-,100 ppw) .
	
Of significance was the low B
and P concentrations.
	 Combining this upgraded metallurgical
. silicon (UMG) as a meltstock and a Heat Exchanger Method
(IIE10 directional solidification, nearly single crystal
structure was achieved. 	 Segregation of impurities was
achieved with build up in the last material to freeze- -near
the crucible wall.	 A high concentration of silicon carbide:
particles was seen in the structure; however, it did not
break down the crystallinity:	 In some cases large SC par-
ticles caused twin formation in localized areas.
	
The eon-
x centration of these particles was reduced by in situ slag-
ging techniques.
	 Solar cells fabricated from the HEM soli-	 p
dified UMG silicon have demonstrated 12.330 conversion effi-
ciency.
The combination of UMG silicon produced from the arc
furnace and HEM technology has a potential of substantially
reducing silicon materials cost for photovoltaic applica-
tions.
Silicon Meltstock
Commercially available metallurgical grade (NIG) silicon
is made by carbonaceous reduction of silica.
	 Typical im-
purities (1) in ,MG silicon are shown in Table
	 1.	 Aside from	 .,
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Al and Fe most of the other impurities are in the range of
20-200 ppmw. Using this meltstock as starting material and
literature values (2) for equilibrium segregation cQefXic-
ion Ls, the data in Table 1 shows that considerable refine-
meat: can be achieved by directional solidification. Mostof 
the impurities are reduced to less than 1 ppmw level ex-
copt for Al, B and P. The latter elements have high segro-
gation coefficients.
Table 1. Typical impurities in MG silicon, C ; segrega-
alld amountk;tion, coefficients of elements,
expected after directional solidification, Cs
C CS MC -- x R
Element ppmw PPML WPPMW
Al 1000 3.0 x 10 -2 30.0
B 25 0.8 20,0
Ca
Cr
850
20 1. -5
60
1 x 10 - , 0.0002
Cu
Fe 6300
8.0 x 10 
-6 0.04800.0403
50
6.4 x 10
-6Mg
Mn 140
3.2
1.3
x 10 5 0.00020.0018
50
x 10 4 0.0065Ni 1.3 x 10
P 50
90
0.35 6 17.5Ti
200
2.0 x 10 6-6 0.0002V 4.0 x 10 0.0008
Zr 30 1.6 x 10 <0.0001.
A systematic evaluation (3) of the raw materials that
are used for the production of MG silicon has sbown,that
carbon reducing materials were found to be the major source
of contamination (4). The most commonly used reductants
are bituminous coal, petroleum coke, and wood chips. Some
silicon producers also use charcoal. The raw materials
availability to some extent accounts for the variation of
the final product. The use of high-purity raw materials in
an experimental Submerged Electrode Are Furnace has increas-
ed the purity of silicon (5,6). The highest purity (99.991,'
silicon) Was achieved by using the reductant consisting of
carbon black powder formed into pellets using sucrose as a
binder. This silicon had metallic impurity concentrations
of less than 10 ppmw each except for Al and Fe (50-100 ppmw).
Emission spectrographic analysis of two batches is shown in
Table 2. Boron and P were determined by electrical resis-
tivity measurements after multiple float zoning of the sil-
icon. Typical carbon content was about 0.5 1,o. This high
level is associated with the use of a small experimental
are furnace; in a production furnace the carbon levels are
111-35
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expected to be an order of magnitude less, typical values
in 11G silicon. The experimental upgraded metallurgical
grade (UMG) silicon is tapped from the are furnace in air
at about 1700 0C and, therefore, contains carbon, silicon
carbide and silica as part of the sample4 Material from
experiment l in Table 2 was only crushed and screened to
remove fines, whereas that from experiment 2 was further
acid-etched in order to reduce the oxide layer on the sili-
con. The latter material was further hand-sorted to remove
obvious pieces of carbon and/or silicon carbide. Both
types of UMG silicon are described Later--unetched sample
is from experiment 1, while etched sample is from experi-
ment 2.
Table 2,. Analysis of UMG silicon produced in two
experiments. All values are in ppmw.
{
Impurity Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Al 100 70
B ,3 3
Ca 40 50
Cr 10 10
Cu 5 5
Fe 50 80
Mn 10 10
Mo 10 10
Ni 10 10
P 7 3
Ti 1,0 10
V 10 10
Zr 10 10
The HEAT Process
The Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) is a directional solid-
ification technique. This process has been adapted for the
growth oflarge, square cross-section, sin„le-crystal sili-
con ingots (7-9). A schematic of the HEM furnace is shown
in Figure 1. A seed crystal is placed at the bottom of a
silica crucible which is seated on a high temperature heat
exchanger. After evacuation to 0.1 torr, the charge is
heated by a graphite resistance furnace. The seed is pre-
vented from melting by forcing gaseous helium through the
heat exchanger. After sufficient meltback of the seed is
achieved, growth proceeds by increasing the flow of helium
and/or decreasing furnace temperature. The gradients in
the solid are controlled by the flow of coolant through the
heat exchanger while those in the liquid by the furnace
111-36
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temperature. HEM is, therefore, the only directional solid-
ification technique in which there is independent control
of the temperature gradients in the solid and liquid with
no moving parts.
directional solidification results in overall pur-
of the meltstock. As growth proceeds, the area
of the solid/liquid ih-
terface increases, there -
by minimizing the effect
of increasing impurities
in the liquid ahead of
the interface. The
solid/liquid interface
is surrounded by liquid,
hence no steep tempera-
TWO
	
gradients exist.
Even SiC particles trap-
ped by the growing inter-
^F	 face do not necessarily
cause breakdown of crys-
tallinity (10). This is
an advantage over Czoch-
ralski growth where
twinning and/or polycrys-
talline gron,th results
fxom contaminants float-
ing on the liquid sur-
face (11).
When low-purity sil,
icon meltstock is used,
the lighter impurities
will float on the sur-
Figure 1. Schematic of
	
face of the melt, and,
HEM Furnace
	
therefore, not interfere
with the solid/liquid
interface. Purification
by slagging techniques can also be adopted as the slag
layer will also float on the surface of the melt.
The technical advantages of HEM combined with the ec-
onomic advantages, such as low equipment,, labor, energy and
expendable materials costs, make this technology attractive
for use in reducing the materials cost of solar cells.
Directi onal Solidif,i,cation of UAIG Silicon
A 5.5 kg ingot of 16 cm x lu cm cross-section was
solidified in a ,silica crucible by HEM using etched U,11G
The
ification
9
Y
a `^
Two sam-
ples from the
ingot were ana-
l y zed for im-
purities using
Spark-Source
Mass Spectro-
graphic Tech-
nique; one of
the samples was
taken from the
middle of the
ingot while the
second was tak-
en from the
edge. The re-
sults are shown
in Table 3. A
review of the
data shows that
significant
purification
and effective
the impurities in
ty limits of the
tivity of the in-
.20 ohm-cm.
directional
sense of SiC
g of solar cells
e SiC particles.
right in an HEM
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silicon. A layer of contaminants was seen floating; on the
surface of the melt throughout the 7.75 hour solidification
period; the amount decreased with time. This is an indica-
tion that some of the impurities are being removed under
the vacuum operation. A slab was sectioned from the center
of the ingot. The ground and etched section of the first
experiment is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that rearly
single crystal structure was arhieved. The twin formation
in the central area originates from a particle which has
been identified as SiC by x--ray diffraction. Macroscopic
examination of the section also showed that SiC particles
have accumulated at the bottom of the ingot as well as dis-
persed throughout the ingot; in some cases twins were for-
med but it did not break down the single-crystal structure.
r	 ^^
Sic + 2SiO2
Sic + Si02
2Sic + Si02
Sic + Si02
Sic + Si02
3SiO + CO
SiO+CO+Si
3Si + 2CO
- 2Si + CO2
+ C + 2SiO
In these cases a gaseous species will be formed leading to
removal of Sic.
Table 3	 Spark-source Mass Spectrographic analysis of
two samples from an HEM solidified ingot using
ZTAIG silicon. All values are in ppba.
Impurity l Position in ingot	 Impurity Position in ingot
Middle
	
Edge	 Middle	 Edge
Ag	 <6	 <6 Nb	 <3	 <3
Al	 1000	 600 Ni	 <30	 <30
B	 8000	 - P	 3000	 -
Co	 <10	 <10 Pd	 <10	 <10
Cr	 <5	 10 Sn	 <5	 <5
Cu	 20	 20 Ta	 <10	 30
Fe	 <30	 800 Ti	 5	 20
Mg	 <5	 50 V	 <3	 3
Y Din
	 <5	 400 IV	 <3	 <3
w Mo	 <10	 50 Zn	 <5	 <5
Na	 3	 40 Zr	 <20	 <20
In order to study this effect unetched UMG silicon
with the adherent silica was used as-meltstock. 	 Some high
purity silica powder was also added to the charge.	 During
solidification a slag layer was observed on the melt sur-
face.	 Some stirring of the melt was also observed.	 This
is attributed to formation of gaseous species from the
reactions between Sic and SiO A cross-section of this
ingot is shown in Figure 3. 2 It can be seen that nearly
single-crystal structure was achieved with most of the Sic
particles accumulated near the bottom and top of the ingot.
s Test solar cells (2 cm x 2 cm) were fabricated from a
double HEM solidified ingot using standard cell processing
procedures at Spectrolab,
	 Inc. The range of conversion ef-
ficiencv of the 22 cells processed and tested was 3.8-12.3`,'0
(AMI) with two cells above 12%
 
and 12 above 8%.	 The re-
maining showed shunting effects. The current-voltage
h
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characteristic of the best cell i^	 hown in Figure 4.
Economic Analysis
The combination of UMG silicon with HEM directional
solidification can have a large impact on the cost of pro-
during silicon
material for
solar cells. The
projected rnanu-
fac:turing costof
UNIG silicon (5)
is $3.93/kg and
the add-on cost
of HEM solidifi-
cation (8) is
$3.24/kg. The
combination of
the two technol-
ogies is expec-
ted to yield
single-crystal,
square cross-
section silicon
ingots at slight-
ly more than $10/
kg. This is sig-
nificantly less
than the $14/kg
DOE goal for
silicon melt-
stock alone to meet $0.70/
watt photovoltaic power.
All dollar values are in
1980 dollars.
Conclusion
It has been demon-
strated that by using high
purity raw materials in a
Submerged Electrode Arc
Furnace the MG silicon
can be produced with most
of the impurities below
10 ppmw each, except for
Al and Fe ( 50-100 ppmte) .
It is significant that the
3 and P content can be
reduced by using high
III-40
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purity carbonaoc ous reductants.
Solidification of UMG by HEM has shown that nearly
single-crystal ingots can be produced. The use of Czoch-
ralski technique had produced single-crystal structure only
on the second pull. The main problem encountered for photo-
voltaic applications is the SiC particles dispersed in the
structure. These particles being heavier than molten sili-
con sank to the bottom of the melt. However, because of
particle morphology the particles float or are even suspen -
ded in the melt. SiC does not break down the structure but
causes shunting of the devices. It has been shown that con-
centration of the particles is reduced by slagging tech -
niques. , The source of these contaminants is the high car-
bon content of the UMG meltstock which is associated with
a small furnace operated under experimental conditions.
Solar cells fabricated from HEM solidified UNIG silicon have
shown conversion efficiencies up to 12.330 (AMl).
The combination of UMG silicon and HEM solidification
offers considerable cost savings in producing silicon
material for solar cells. The potential of the processes
has been demonstrated. It is also important that the tech-
niques developed and the material produced are specifically
for the photovoltaic industry. There is no conflict with
the semiconductor industry which can afford to pay higher
prices for similar material..
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ABSTRACT
FAST is a new slicing technique that has been developed to slice silicon
ingots more effectively. It has been demonstrated that 25 wafers/cm can be
sliced from 10 cm diameter and 19 wafers/cm from 15 cm diameter ingots. This
has been achieved with a combination of machine development and wire-blade de-
velopment programs. Correlation has been established between cutting effec-
tiveness and high surface speeds. A high speed slicer has been designed and
fabricated for FAST slicing. Wirepack life of slicing three 10 cm diameter
ingots has been established. Electroforming techniques have been developed
to control widths and prolong life of wire-blades. Economic analysis indi-
cates that the projected add-on price of FAST slicing is compatible with the
DOE price allocation to meet the 1986 cost goals.
INTRODUCTION
Silicon crystals have been sliced into wafers for the semiconductor in-
dustry by the Internal Diameter (ID) and Multiple Blade Slurry (MBS) tech-
niques. While these processes were developed for semiconductor applications,
they cannot be utilized_, as they exist today, for photovoltaic applications.
Unlike semiconductor devices where silicon material constitutes sometimes less
than one per cent of the cost, the cost of silicon wafers comprises about half
the cost of a solar panel. The wafering technique to produce silicon wafers
from ingot is one of the important steps towards reducing costs for terres-
trial photovoltaic applications. The slicing process must be low cost and must
combine minimum kerf plus slice thickness to achieve high material utilization.
With improved material utilization alone, the contribution of the cost of poly-
silicon and crystal growth for photovoltaic power generation, dollars per peak
watt, is significantly reduced. Therefore, material utilization is critical
for reducing costs to make photovoltaics a reality for terrestrial applica-
tions.
Besides being most developed and commercially available, the advantages
of an ingot process towards making sheet are high throughput, purification of
meltstock during growth, consistent quality, simple instrumentation and con-
trol; however, material utilization and kerf in slicing limits the low-cost
potential. In fact, the justification for silicon ribbon processes is based
on the premise that slicing cannot be cost effective. As the cost of poly
silicon meltstock is reduced to the goal of $14/kg kerf losses in slicing be-
come less significant but material utilization is still critical. The combi-
nation of an effective slicing process with an ingot process, such as the
Heat Exchanger Method (HEM), allows the economical production of square shaped
IiI-44
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high conversion efficiency material to produce High power density modules at
low cost.
SLICING TECHNIQUES
The essential parameters for a slicing technique for photovoltaic appli-
cations are (i) low-=cost process, (ii) low expendable costs, (iii) high mater-
ial; utilization and (iv) produce high quality product. There are three commer-
cially used wafering processes, viz., ID, MBS and Multiple Wire Slurry (MWS)
techniques. A comparison of the parameters for these wafering methods is
shown in Table I. It can be seen that the advantages are low expendable; mater-
ial costs in ID, low equipment and labor costs in MBS, and high material util-
ization in MWS; however, the ID is limited by material! utilization,and Y IBS and
MWS by their high expendable materials costs. A new slicing technique kinder
development, the Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST), combines the low ex
pendable material advantage of ID, low equipment and labor costs of MBS and
high material utilization of MWS.
TABLE I. A Comparison of the Essential Parameters of
Wafering for Different Slicing Techniques
Parameter	 ID	 MBS	 'MWS	 FAST
Equipment costs	 High	 Low	 High	 Low
Lnbor supervision	 Medium
	
Low	 High	 Low
Throughput	 Medium	 Medium	 Low	 High
Expendable costs	 Low	 High	 Very high	 Low
Material utilization	 Low	 Medium	 High	 High
Surface damage	 High	 Medium	 Medium	 Low
In the FAST process (l) a multiple-wire bladepack is stretched in a frame
and reciprocated on rails. 	 Diamond is fixed onto the wires and used as an
abrasive for slicing silicon. 	 Diamond has been demonstrated to be an effec-
tive abrasive for silicon via the ID process and, therefore, the expendable
materials costs are kept low.	 The simplified equipment concept of recipro-
cating bladehead keeps the FAST slicer costs low and this has been proven by
. the MBS.
	
The best material utilization of wire slicing '(2) is also incorpor-
ated in FAST.	 This feature is possible with wire because once the wire cuts
through it no longer contacts the workpiece, hence less clearance is necessary.
This reduces kerf and also make it possible to slice thinner wafers.	 In the
WS the silicon being sliced is completely lost when a wire breaks.	 For the
i , FAST approach, a broken wire results in loss of two wafers it is contacting.i
In addition to the above advantages to FAST the surface damage of the sliced
wafers is lower (3) than that reported for other slicing technologies (4).
X
FAST is a new slicing technique that has been developed to slice ingots
more effectively.
	 Work has been carried out in three areas, viz., machine
development, blade development and testing.
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Machine Development
Initially a MBS slicer was used for evaluation of FAST slicing. Prior
work re ported in literature showed very limited success with slicing using dia-
mond plated flat blades and wires. In the development of FAST it watt found
that the slicing is heavily dependent on pressure at the diamond tips during;
slicing. Effective slicing was not achieved with diamond plated wires used in
a conventional 14BS setup becauRe of insufficient pressure at the cutting edge.
Significant improvement was achieved when the crvstal was rocked. Under this
condition the kerf length or contact between the wire and the wurkpiece was
minimized thereby maximizing the pressure at the diamond tips used in slicing.
The MBS slicer was further modified by changing the feed system; the feed for-
ces required for wire slicing were considerably lower than used in MBS slicing,
hence a more sensitive and reproducible feed mechanism was incorporated.
Grooved guide rollers were also installed on either side of the wurkpiece so
that the feed force could be increased as well as to improve the slicing ac-
curacy. With all the modifications to MBS equipment the wurkpiece size was
limited to 4 cm x 4 cm cross-section. The concept of FAST was provL-n by dem-
onstrating (i) slicing 25 wafers/cm at high yields,(ii) slicing wafers to a
thickness as low as 100 tim, (iii) reducing kerf width to as lcw as 160 ..m, (iv)
absence of any edge chipping in sliced wafers and (v) surface damage depth of
3- 5 ;.im (3).
Experience with the modified MBS slicer showed some essential parameters
which could not be incorporated. A new high speed slicer was designed and
fabricated. The essential features of this machine were lightweight bladehead,
longer stroke, sensitive feed mechanism, crystal rocking assembly, variable
guide roller position and vibration isolation of the drive unit. A schematic
of the bladehead is shown in Figure 1. This unit is designed to accommodate
up to 30 cm long and 15 cm diameter wurkpiece. The lighter bladehead and
longer stroke allowed faster reciprocation and, consequently higher surface
speeds; 130 meter/min has 1'een achieved with this unit as compared to 30 meters/
min with the modified MBS unit. A more rigid support system minimized vibra-
tions at these high speeds.
The prototype slicer designed is a two-bladehead unit linked to a single
drive unit. The two bladeheads will be reciprocated 180 0
 out of phase so that
the acceleration forces will be counterbalanced equal and opposite, thereby
cancelling each other, This will allow even higher speeds, less vibration and
more effective slicing.
Blade Development
In order to slice effectively it is imperative to have a good blade; for
FAST slicing it is important tc develop effective wire blades. More detailed
Information on this aspect is discussed in another paper of this conference
(5). in the initial stages of FAST development the only fixed abrasive wires
available were diamond impregnated wires (6). Testing with these wires showed
that they suffered diamond pull-out. Nickel plating of commercially available
wires prolonged their life.
A wire-blade development program was, therefore, initiated to produce
fixed-abrasive wares for FAST slicing. Two types of approaches were pursued,
viz., impregnated blades and electroplated blades. In the former case diamonds
were pushed into a soft copper sheath on a high strength core; this-wire was
then nickel-plated to prevent diamond pull-out. Techniques were developed to
impregnate diamonds in the cutting edge only--the bottom half-circumference of
the wire. Significant advances were made but this approach needs much more
development.
Prior to this program there was no source of electroplated wires. Even
:hough plating of ID blades is carried out in the industry the large surface
area-to-volume ratio in the case of wires presented problems. Electroplated
wire-blade development has involved optimization of type and size of wire
core; coatings on the wire substrate; nature, type and size of diamonds;
plating baths, etc. (5). Techniques have also been developed to electroform
the diamond plating to reduce kerf and achieve long life of the wirepacks (5).
Testing
The present work is a report on slicing of 10 cm diameter, 10 cm x 10 cm
cross-section and 15 cm diameter silicon workpieces at 19 wafers/cm. With 10
cm diameter even 25 wafers/cm have been demonstrated.
One of the first variables studied by FAST was the surface speed. Fig-
ure 2 shows slicing tests of 10 cm diameter as a function of surface speed.
A comparison of data from Tests A and 0 shows that by doubling the surface
speed the average slicing rate increased from 59 pm/min to 145 Jim/min, a factor
of 2.45. Test B was carried out using the same wirepack as Test A for a second
slicing life test. The `average slicing rate for Test B was 122 um/min, a
slight decrease showing deterioration of cutting effectiveness. The data in
Figure 3 is for slicing tests using a mixture of 15, 30 and 45 um diamond size
electroplated wirepack spaced at 19 wires/cm and shows a life of three 10 cm
diameter ingots at an average cutting ra ge of 127, 82 and 75 pm/min. The sur-
face speed during this experiment was 120 meters per minute.
Figure 4 shows the slicing test carried out using the same electroplated
wirepack. The diamond size used was 30 pm and the surface speed of the FAST
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These wires could not be used for
a second slicing test; in fact tow-
ard the end of the first test wafer
breakage was observed which was at-
tributed to loss of cutting effec-
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Fig. 4. Slicing performance from the
	 30 }.(m diamond electroplated wire-
same wirepack using 30 pm diamonds 	 pack was used. During the first
test a 99.1% yield (222 out of 224,
10 cm diameter wafers) was achieved
with an average slicing rate of 77 pm/min. In this test low feed forces of
only 24.4 gms/wire-were used. Very good surface quality of wafers wasachieved
and the average wafer thickness of 0.195 mm with a kerf of 0.205 mm. During
the second slicing test the average slicing rate dropped to 45 }gym/min and the
yield was only 36.2%. The average wafer thickness increased to 0.249 mm with
kerf of 0.151 mm. The data shows that during the first slicing test consider-
able diamonds from the sides of the wires were pulled out, thereby reducing
kerf, increasing wafer thickness and decreasing the average slicing rate. The
plot of the depth of cut with time is shown in Figure 5.
Slicing tests with 15 cm diameter silicon workpiece were also carried out.
For the larger kerf length 60 }gym natural diamonds were electroformed into a
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V--shape so that the diamonds were fixed only in the cutting edge of the wires,
The average s picing rate was 74 pm/min, This is considerably higher wafering
rate especially in view of the larger kerf length, During the test some ware
wander was observed because the diamonds on the top surface of the wires could.
not be completely eliminated. The non-uniform nature of the ton surface caused
perturbation and, therefore, the wires did not seat well in the guide rollers.
The data for this run is shown in Figure 6.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The economic avialysi.s has been carried out to estimate the projected add-
on dice of FAST.' slicing using IPIG methodology (7) . It is intended to use a
FAST slicer with two bl.adeheads reciprocating 180 0 out of phase. Each blade-
head will slice a 10 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm bar to produce wafers of 10 cm x 10 cm
cross-section. Two types of scenarios were developed, a conservative and an
optimistic case, to estimate the projected price. The assumptions and the
final add-on price are shown in Table II. Sven in the Conservative case the
final value is less than half of the price allocation (8) for ingot technol-
ogies to meet DOE price goal of $0.70/peak watt in 1986,
CONCLUSION
The Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST) combines the low expendable
materials advantage of ID, low equipment and labor costs of MBS and high
material. utilization of WS. Besides FAST produces a wafer which shows no
edge chipping and with a surface damage of only 3-5 um. This new slicing
technique was initially developed by modifying a MBS slicer. After establish-
ing the proof of concept a high speed slicer was designed and fabricated.
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6Techniques were developed to produce wirepack with equal spacing and tension.
The wire-blade development program has involved impregnation and electroplating
techniques. It has been shown that diamonds can be fixed only in cutting edges
of wires.	 With electroforming j-t has been possible to control the shape
and size of the plating.
Slicing effectiveness has been demonstrated on 10 em and 15 cm diameter
ingots. It has been possible to slsce 25 wafers/cm on 10 cm diameter ingots
and 1,9 waters/cm on 15 cm diameter i'Agots. A blade life of slicing three
10 cm diameter ingots has been demonstrated.
Projected economic analysis has shown that the FAST technique will be
able to slice silicon ingots effectively to meet the DOE price allocation for
1986 goal of $0.70 per peak watt.
TABLE II. IPEG ANALYSIS FOR VALUE ADDED COSTS OF
FAST SLICING USING CONSERVATIVE AND
OPTIMISTIC PROJECTIONS OF TECHNOLOGY
Estimate
Conservative Optimistic
r
Equipment cost, $ 30,000 30,000
Floor space,	 sq.ft. 80 80
Labor, units/operator 5 10
Duty cycle, % 90 95
e
Set-up time, hr& 1.5 1.0
Slicing rate, mm/min 0.1 0.14
Slices/cm 22 25
Yield 90 95
Expendables/run, $ 28 14
Motor power, h.p. 5 3
Conversion ratio, m2 /kg 0.85 1.0
Add-on Price, $/m2 13.13 5.9
F Supported in part by the LSA Project, JPL, sponsored by DOE through agreement
w with NASA.
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FIXED ABRASIVE SLICING TECHNIQUE (FAST) SLICING*
Chandra P. Khattak, Frederick Schmid and Maynard B. Smith
Crystal Systems, Inc.
35 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970
ABSTRACT
A low-cost, effective slicing method is essen,;ia1 to make ingot technol-
ogy viable for photovoltaics in terrestrial applications. The Fixed Abrasive
Slicing Technique (FAST) is a new slicing process which combines the advan-
tages of the three commercially developed techniques. In its development
stage FAST has demonstrated cutting effectiveness of 10 cm and' 15 cm diameter
workpieces by slicing 25 and 19 wafers/cm respectively. Even though signifi-
cant progress has been made in the area of wire-blade development it is still
the critical element for commercialization of FAST technology. Both impreg-
nated and electroplated wire blades have been developed; techniques have been
developed to fix diamonds only in the cutting edge of the wire. Electroplated
wires show the most near-term promise; hence the emphasis has been placed on
this approach. With plated wires it has been possible to control the size
and shape of the electroplating--this feature is expected to reduce kerf and
prolong the life of the wirepack.
INTRODUCTION
The Fixed Abrasive Slicing Technique (FAST) makes most ingot technologies
viable for photovoltaic applications. Compared with current wafering methods
--Internal Diameter (ID), Multiple Blade Slurry (MBS) and Multiple Wire Slurry
(MWS) processes--the FAST approach offers the potential of lowest add-on cost
(1). FAST uses diamond fixed on wires in a multiple-wire pack configuration
for slicing silicon. This new technique was made feasible by developing a
method for making bladepacks with equal wire spacing and tension and a higher
speed reciprocating slicer. The development of FAST is being discussed in
another paper at this conference (2). At the present time a preprototype
slicer designed for FAST slicing is being optimized. Significant progress has
been made in the area of wire blade development but it is still the critical
element for commercialization of FAST technology.
For any ingot technology to be cost effective for photovoltaic applica-
tions, it has to be combined with a low-cost slicing method. Kerf loss and
ingot utilization (kerf plus slice) are major considerations in silicon sheet
cost. An economic analysis (3) of silicon slicing has indicated that the in-
got utilization considerations limit-the cost reduction potential of the ID
technology. This analysis also showed that the expendable materials costs,
slurry and blades, dominate the wafering costs of M""S. Demonstration tests
(4) of 'MWS method has shown that Lowest kerf widths are obtained with wire
slicing. However, the cost of the wire is even more than the slurry costs,
thereby increasing  the expendable materials costs of MWS even more than the
MBS,process.
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YIn FAST a pretensioned, fixed-diamund, multiple-wire pack is reciprocated
similar to the MBS process to slice through the workpiece. The multi-wise FAST
approach combines the economic advantages of ID, MBS and MWS techniques. Ex-
pendable materials costs are low as in ID slicing, capital equipment and labor
costs are low as in MBS slicing, and material utilization is high as in MWS
wafering.
ADVANTAGES AND REQUIREMENTS OF FAST WIREPACKS
Aside from the economic advantages, there are technical advantages of
using multi-wire FAST approach:
(1) Due to the symmetry, wires do not torque the wafers after slicing
as in the case of flat blades; this allows for less clearance and, therefore,
reduced kerf width.
^2) In case of wire breakage only two wafers contacting that wire are
lost.
(3) The diamonds fixed on the wire prevent wire wear, hence wire and
abrasive cost is minimized.
(4) No fatigue problems occur because wire is not wrapped around
rollers.
(5) Wires are cheap to fabricate to a higher dimensional accuracy and
uniformity.
(6) No corrosion problems occur since the wires are nickel or copper
plated.
(7) Wires can be pretensioned to higher stresses.
(8) Wires do not buckle under high feed farces.
(9) Slicing is carried out under low feed forces resulting in low
surface damage.
(10) Wafers produced show no edge chipping problems.
The essential requirements of wirepacks used for FAST slicing are:
(1) The wires must be clamped to.prevent slippage and must be with
equal tension and spacing in the bladepack.
(2) Wire core must have high yield strength and modulus for minimum
deflection.
(3) Diamonds must be fixed on wire with high, uniform concentration.
(4) Prevent erosion of the matrix holding the diamonds.
(5) Diamonds must exhibit long life and high cutting rates.
(6) Wire diameter must be minimum to reduce kerf.
(7) Minimized wander for accurate slicing.
(8) Prevent corrosion betweenthe matrix holding the diamonds and the
core material.
In the above tabulation the first requirement is related to fabrication
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(1) Lower kerf.
(2) Use larger diamonds.
Fig. 1. C:russ- section of wire
with diamonds impregnated in
cutting edge only
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of wirepack and the rest relate to pruperties of wire, matrix and procedures
for fixing diamonds onto wires. Simple fabrication procedures have been de-
veloped which give the wires equal spacing; and tension with no problems of
cumulative errors. After evaluation of various core materials (5) a selection
was made to use high strength steel, stainless steel and tungsten. High
strength steel and stainless steel wires were selected based on high yield
strength and tungsten on the basis of its high modulus. Most of the work was
carried out with a 5 mil (0.125 mm) tungsten wire because of its high modulus
and corrosion resistance.
Two approaches were pursued in fixing diamonds, viz. impregnated wires
and electroplated wires. In the former case diamonds were impregnated into a
suft copper sheath on the core wire, whereas in the latter case diamonds were
fixed by electroplating.
IMPREGNATED WIRES
Commercially available impregnated wire (6) was 5 mil (0.125 mm) stain-
less steel core with a 1.5 mil (37.5 ;,m) copper sheath impregnated with 45 ;.m
natural diamonds. Slicing with this wire showed that cutting effectiveness
was lost within approximately 0.25 inch depth of cut. Examination of the
wires showed considerable diamond pull-out. Electroless nickel plating of
these wires reduced the diamond pill-out considerably. It was found that
nickel plating thickness of 0.3 mil (7.5 ,.m) produced best results; a nickel
layer of 12.5 ;gym was sufficient to bury the diamonds. A wafering experiment
of a 10 cm diameter silicon workpiece with 114 parallel wires spaced at 19/cm
with these wires showed an average slicing rate of 2.33 mils/min (0.059 mm/min)
and produced a 96.5% yield.
9
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Impregnation techniques developed within Crystal Systems
was possible to impregnate diamonds in the cutting edge of the
an area less than the bottom half circumference, J the wires.
a cross section of such a wire.
Natural. diamonds of 45 om size were
impregnated into a 1.5 mil (37.5 ,im)
copper sheath on a 5 mil (0.125 mm)
stainless steel core wire. A 0.3 mil
(7.5 lim) electroless nickel layer
was plated after impregnation. Slic-
ing tests using wirepacks with dia-
monds impregnated in the cutting edge
only improved the average slicing rate
to about 3 mils/min (0.075 nun/min) and
reduced the kerf. This approacti also
allowed use of 60 um diamonds without
significantly adding to kerf. The
advantages of diamonds in the cutting
edge only are:
showed that it
wires only in
F i g;ure 1 shows
(3) Ability to add more than one layer with marginal increase in kerf.
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(4) Minimize degradation of guide rollers in the FAST slicer.
(5) Better seating of the wires in the grooved guide rollers.
(6) Improved accuracy of slicing because of absence of diamonds on the
sides of the wires.
(7) Minimize wire wander when diamonds in the cutting edge are some-
what "dulled".
Even though significant progress has been made with impregnated wires
considerable effort has to be devoted towards achieving high concentration of
diamonds with good uniformity and preventing diamond pull-out during slicing.
ELECTROPLATED WIRES
At the start of this program electroplated wires were not commercially
available. Initial work was carried out in cooperation with various plating
vendors.
Choice of Core Wire
It was found that the core wire used as a substrate was very important
to achieve plating with a good bond between the nickel matrix and the core
substrate. Plating on steel caused embrittlement which resulted in consider-
able wire breakage during slicing. Difficulties in cleaning procedures prior
to plating of tungsten necessitated the use of a thin nickel flash on the core
wire prior to use as a substrate. Figure 2 shows the longitudinal and cross-
section of electroplated wires using (A) a copper flash and (B) a nickel flash
on tungsten core wires.
	
It can be seen that the longitudinal sections show
a high concentration of diamonds. Examination of the cross-sections shows
corrosion problems in the copper flash layer which is not existent in the
case of the n^ckel flash wire. No such problems were evidenced in plating
directly onto a stainless steel substrate (Figure S). Emphasis was placed on
using nickel flash tungsten core 5 mil (0.125 mm) in diameter; recently pro-
cedures were developed in plating copper-flash, high-strength steel wires
without embrittlement problems._
Choice of Diamonds
With fixed diamond it is very 'important to establish a speed-pressure re-
lationship at the diamond tip for effective slicing. Rocking of the workpiece
in FAST increases the pressure by decreasing the contact length; however, the
diamond type and size needs to be optimized. Both natural and synthetic vari-
ety are available. In the synthetic type the choice is blocky,- explosively
formed, EDC, Man-Made (7), etc. The various varieties also include tough
and friable; while the former stand up to slicing conditions without break-
down, the latter breaks down and exposes new surfaces for higher cutting rates.
Under similar conditions of slicing to date the natural diamonds gave better
results than the blocky type. An SEM of the two varieties is shown in
Figure 4.
Besides the diamond type -a choice has also to be made for diamond size.
The larger particles are desirable for long life and higher cutting rates;j
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Fig. 4. Si	 aamination of electroplated wires with (A) natural diamond
showing	 ► p edger and (B) synthetic diamond showing blocky
characteristic
however, they have larger kerf. The choice in particle size is, therefore,
limited to the 22 ;;m to 60 -m range. Effective slicing has been demonstrated
for the entire range with Giamo ds electroplated over the entire circumfer-
ence. 'Che lowest kerf of 6.2 mils (0.157 mm) was achieved with 22 ,im dia-
monds. Best material utilization by slicing 25 wafers/cm on 10 cm diameter
silicon was demonstrated by using; 30 um diamonds. The longest life wafering
three 10 cm diameter ingots with the same wirepack has been with 45 Um size.
Very limited experiments have been conducted with 60 ^.m diamonds plated over
the entire circumference because the large kerf makes it impractical to slice
19 and 25 wafers per cm of silicon length with a 10 cm diameter workpiece.
With larger diamond particles or when low concentration is achieved by
electroplating,the swarf generated during slicing tends to erode the matrix
thereby pulling; off diamonds from the wires. The concentration of diamonds
to prevent erosion has to be such that the inter-particle distance is less
than the size of th • particle. Electroplating of wi:epacks with 45 um dia-
monds and small amounts of 30 ,,m and 15 { gy m diamonds has shown improved slicing
effectiveness. The larger diamonds tend to slice and the smaller ones act as
fillers to prevent erosion of matrix. This condition can be achieved by using
screened rather than micronized diamonds. Examination of the swarf has shown
the mean particle size to be about 0.5 {im and is not dependent on the size of
diamonds in the range studied.
ELECTROFORr11NG
In order to effectively slice silicon for photovoltaic applications the
wirepack fabricated should combine (i) low kerf, (ii) high density of spacing
of wires, (iii) high slicing rate, (iv) long life of the wirepack and (v) high
yields during slicing. The first two criteria are possible by using small
diamonds; however, for the next two criteria larger diamonds may be desirable.
For example, where 45 pm diamonds were plated all over the circumference of
the wire, the minimum kerf achieved was about 8 mils (0.2 mm), whereas it was
6.2 mils (0.157 mm) with 22 ',.m size. In impregnated wires where diamonds were
impregnated only in th- cutting edge of the wires a compromise was arrived at
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rig. 2. Longitudinal and cross-secti	 if elect -^laLvO wires us.
tungsten core with (A) copper flash —d (B) ni, "A flash
Fig. 3. longitudinal and cross-section of an electroplated wire using
stainless steel core
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7Fig. 6. Cross-section of an
electroformed wire with
plating in desired shape
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where larger diamonds could be used without significant increase in kerf.	 Y
Techniques were developed where diamonds were electroplated in the cutting
edge only and, therefore, benefits could be derived by using larger diamonds
and maintaining a low kerf.
Masking of the wires during electroplating produced a flat top surface
of the wires which did not seat in the guide rollers and, therefore, caused
wire wander. Techniques were developed at Crystal Systems to eiertroplate
diamonds and nickel in it form of desired shape and size  i.e., elec.-roform the
plating. Figure 5 is three views of a wire rotated 120 where diamonds are
electroplated by the electroforming technique. Figure 6 is a cros;-section
of a wire which was electroplated preferentially in a 60
0
 V-groove. Under
these conditions larger size diamonds can, therefore, be electrofurmed in any
desired shape and size. If smaller diamonds are used plating only on the
cutting ed;;e allows more than a single layer of diamonds to be plated and the
kerf width can still be controlled to the desired size.
Fig. 5. Three views of an electroformed wire showing preferential
plating on cutting edge only
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IRESULTS
The feasibility of using FAST for photovoltaic applications has been dem-
onstrated. Wire-blade development has been found to be critical to commercial-
ization of FAST. Control of the diamond plating on wares has shown effective
slicing of 10 cm diameter silicon ingots at 25 wafers/cm with 224 wires in a
wirepack at an average slicing rate of 3.03 mils/min (0.077 mm/min), and over
99% yield (2). It has been shown that the slicing rate is a strong function
of the reciprocating speed of the bladehead; average cutting rates of 5.7 mils/
min (0.145 mm/min) have been demonstrated. Wirepack life of wafering three
10 cm diameter silicon ingots has been shown. Effective slicing of 10 cm x
10 cm and 15 cm diameter cross-section ingots has also been carried out.
Electroforming techniques have been demonstrated on individual wires.
Tooling for performing these tests on wirepacks has recently been received in-
house; it is expected that this approach will increase the life of the wire
pack considerably as well as optimize other slicing parameters.
*Supported in part by the LSA Project, JPL, sponsored by DOE through agreement
with NASA.
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